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UN. works toward interim goVt
by Colleen Barry
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

KOENIGSWINTER, Germany
—
Salvaging
talks
on
Afghanistan's future, the northern
alliance presented names of its
candidates for an interim administration last night after a U.S.
envoy accused the alliance of
obstructing the I J.N.-led negotiations.
In a night of hectic diplomacy,
a White Mouse official, Zalmay
Khalilzad. telephoned northern
alliance leader Liurhanuddin
Rabbanl in Kabul, winning a
promise to break the deadlock
threatening the talks in their seventh day. lames fi Dobbins said.
With the list finally on the table,
delegations representing the
northern alliance, exiles loyal to
former King Mohammad /alter

Shah and two smaller exile
groups started work on finalizing
the text of an agreement establishing an interim governing
council, U.N. spokesman Ahmad
Fawzi said, lie said they would
haggle over the names later.
The northern alliance, which
has captured Kabul and much of
the country from the Taliban with
the backing of U.S. forces, has
promised to transfer power to the
29-member interim administration once it is formed.
Dobbins, who has been prodding the four factions meeting in
Germany to reach a workable
accord, earlier said the alliancewas stalling on the list of names
to prevent an agreement.
For the last several days, the
northern alliance delegation in
Germany and leaders back in

Kabul have given conflicting
statements on what they would
find acceptable.
One of the most serious rifts
was over where the lists would be
released: While the delegation
kept promising to release its
names on neutral territory in
Gennany, as sought by mediators, Rabbani insisted that be
done later in Kabul.
"Once again the problem is
more obstacles being raised
because of discomfort with the
agreement as a whole," Dobbins
said.
Northern delegation leader
Younus Qanooni consulted with
Kabul before going into a meeting with the other factions where
he presented the list, said Haji Ali
Mirzai, an aide to northern
alliance delegate Mohammad

Natiqi.
With billions of dollars in
reconstruction
aid
and
Afghanistan's future stability at
risk, Dobbins put the chance of
success at less 50 percent if the
northern alliance delegation had
not kept its word to name its candidates.
"You can't keep people here
forever unless there's a sense of
momentum,' Dobbins warned.
Dobbins singled out Rabbani,
indicating the delegation here
appeared to want a deal, but was
reluctant to proceed without his
full backing. "They continue to
hope that would be possible," he
said.
As late as Sunday, Rabbani was
still presenting positions at odds
with the northern alliance delegation, comprising seven Afghan

factions united in the assault
against Taliban forces with the
help of U.S. airstrikes, but fraught
with bitter rivalries.
Rabbani, who is recognized by
the United Nations as head of
state, proposed a leadership
council to stand above the interim executive body presented in
the U.N. draft, and said he wants
a role.
But in a sign of a growing split
with Kabul, a northern alliance
adviser in Germany dismissed his
statements.
"Mr. Rabbani can say whatever
he likes. That's not important,"
said Asam Dadfar, an adviser to
the northern alliance delegate
Abdul Hakim.
The northern alliance continued to stall even after its leadership in Kabul earlier announced

four prominent Afghans to head
the interim authority, including
I lamid Kai/.ai. a leading antiTaliban commander, and Abdul
Sattar Sirat, a close aide to exiled
former king Mohammad Zaher
Shah.
Also named were Sibgatullah
Mujadeddi, who briefly was transitional president in 1992, and
Syed Ahmed Gailani, a prominent Afghan spiritual leader and
supporter of the former king.
Sirat is a close aide to the exking, but as an ethnic Uzbek his
chances seem limited because a
Pashlun is widely favored for the
post.
Karz.ii is a Pashtun leader who
returned from exile to try to persuade Afghans to support a new
TALKS, PAGE 2

Group debates
organ policy
by Laura Heckler
THE ASSOCIATED CRESS

HERNDON, Va. — Organ
transplant programs should harvest the organs of those who sign
donor cards in life, even if their
families object, several members
of a new advisory committee said
yesterday.
The committee, meeting for
the first time, is charged with
advising the secretary of health
and human services on ways to
increase organ donation and how
best to distribute organs that are
donated now.
Yesterday, the focus was
increasing donation, and members considered a variety of ideas,
including the controversial ideas
of financial incentives for donation and "presumed consent,"
where transplant coordinators
proceed with organ donation
unless a family specifically
objects.
"If we're serious about solving
the problem in this country we're
going to have to think of something different than we've been
doing" said Dr. Phil H. Berry Jr., a
liver transplant recipient and

Donor drought
Last year more than 5.700 people
died waiting tor an organ
transplant, triggering a
government advisory committee
to consider new ways ot
increasing organ donations
Waiting list additions
■ Organ donors

50.000
40 000

1995 96 97 -98 99 2000 Or
'Through My 3'
SOURCE The Organ Procurement
and Transplantation Nefvrort

AP

president of the Southwest
Transplant Alliance in Dallas.
Most of the effort in recent
years to boost donation rates has
ORGANS, PAGE 2

Holiday spending
steady this year
by Chuck Soder
THE BG NEWS
Photo Provided

BLACK
COMEDY
by Erik People

THE BG NEVIS

Best known for his scathing
commentary on Comedy
Central's "The Daily Show with
Ion Stewart," comedian Lewis
Black is bringing his brand of
angry social satire to the
Kobacker Hall stage tonight.
Tonight's show is one of almost
200 that Black performs annually"I'm always on tour now," a
noticeably affable Black told The
BG News, "The key is to take a lot
of naps and to be willing to have
no social life."

As for what audiences can
expect tonight, Black said regardless of his locale his performances generally stay close to
his "Daily Show" style rants.
"I don't have the energy to
change it," Black elaborated,
"Campus audiences really get it
before I get there. They aren't
coming to see me with a sock
puppet, they know what to
expect."
Material-wise, Black is one of
the few comedians to not drastically alter his style in the wake of
the Sept. 11 tragedy. Even though
he scaled back his more acidic

'Daily
Show'
comedian
performs
tonight
Ohio comic
to open show

material about President Bush,
he remains resolute in the face of
those who proclaimed the death
of irony and sarcasm after the
World Trade Center was
destroyed.
"People who said that irony
and sarcasm would die are probably the dumbest people in the
history of mankind," he said. "It
(tragedy) only produces a higher
and more sicker form of humor."
Black's willingness to speak his
mind has earned him kudos
from the likes of George Carlin as

The University Activities
Organization is having the up
and coming comedian
Demetrius Nicodemus to
open for Lewis Black tomorrow. The main reason why the
UAO is reserving Nicodemus
is because he can speak well

CO^IC. PAGE 2

UAO,PAGE 2
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THE BG NEWS

Christmas spending has been
steady at local stores this year,
despite the recent economic
downturn, according to local
store managers
"People are spending just as
much as before," Sandy Costigan
said, who has been store director
at Meijer since it was built two
years ago.
According to her, Microsoft's
XBox and Nintendo's Gamecube
have kept toy demand high. New
video game systems are usually
•>Jways fast sellers, she added.
"Last year it was Playstation 2,"
Costigan said. "Whenever the
new technology comes out, it's
the hot item."
Though the downturn's effects
on shopping have been minimal,
Costigan added the recent terrorist attacks have a larger impact
with sales of patriotic toys.
"G.I. Joe is a lot more popular
this year than before," she said.
The attacks' effects on shopping have gone beyond toy sales.
"We've sold more Christmas
lights than ever in the history of
this store," Costigan said. Red,
white and blue colors have sold
more than usual, she added.
Similarly, Nancy Askins, manager of Gifts From the Heart Too,

said the recession has had ni
noticeable effect on the shop
Christmas sales.
"We had a rather slov
November, but it's really picket
up," she said.
Askins said people may be lis
tening to President Bush when ht
urges them to behave like nor
mat
Touch lamps, Christmas can
dies and clothes for cement geesi
have been the stores most popu
lar items, Askins said. "People liki
to dress them like Santa Claus o'
reindeer."
The gift shop is a spin off o
Gifts From the Heart. Both are it
the Woodland Mall.
The recent downturn has stil.
not offset the economic growth in
the 1990s, according to And\
Brown, the owner of Professoi
Tinker's Toyshop.
"The economy is still strong,'
he said. "I haven't noticed anything— people are upbeat."
Brown, who goes by Professoi
Tinker at his shop, said variety is
his shop's biggest asset.
"A lot of chain stores usually
carry the same toys," he said." We
have more unusual stuff."
He sells more than toys. "We
have T-shirts, pillows and evet>
HOLIDAYS, PAGE 7
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Comic to bring bold humor Spending similar
to past holidays

COMIC. FROM PAGE 1

well as the award for
Outstanding Male Comedian
2001 at the American Comedy
Awards. With all of the acclaim
it is surprising to not see Black
parlay his stage presence into a
sitcom.
"I get tapped about every two
years for a sitcom. Then 1 gel
untapped."
Black continued by saying
that the key to sitcom success
lies in a willingness to understand
the
business of
Hollywood. Despite that, he is
currently in talks with Castle
Rock Entertainment and Fox
networks about formulating a
show.
In addition to his work as a
stand-up comedian and correspondent on "The Daily Show,"
Black also has spent time as a
student at Yale Drama School
and a playwright. A few of his
plays have been produced
around the world, but Black

says there is still a lot of reticence to get his work produced.
"I'll go through all this
mishigoss. You send them plays
and they tell you 'Nah.'" Black
said.
Black who also worked as an
actor said, that "working in theater is like beating your head
against a brick wall." He got out
of the theater world because "I
got tired of it. It would have been
more effective if I were a jazz
poet on the subway. I worked
forever, but I was always broke."
Since Black is considered one
of the smartest comedians on
the scene, he says that, despite
popular opinion, intelligence is
not a burden to establishing a
career in Hollywood.
"Intelligence is highly overrated. Basically it boils down to
packaging," Black said.
He continued by stating that
one of the reasons that many
folks think the media "dumbs
down" its content, is out of an
underestimation of the general

public's intelligence.
According to Black, the media
refuse to raise their standards
because it would be an attack
on their ego.
"You just can't talk down to
people." Black said. "It's so
much easier to talk down to
people, it gives your ego a rest."
"1 think that American people
are underestimated because
they are exhausted," Black said,
citing the fact that many people
have to work two jobs just to
keep up with an exorbitant
standard of living."
Black, who also works as a
teacher at Williams College in
Massachusetts, left the interview with these words of advice.
"Do what you want to do. You
have the rest of your life to find
what you have to do. You don't
have to do what your parents
tell you to do."
There are still seats available
for Lewis Black's performance.
Tickets are $ 10 at the door.

• ••••••••••••••••■A-******
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underwear," he said. "It's all fun,
novelty stuff."
The store has older toys too,
which would appeal to parents
or children, Brown said. He
recently put a toy on sale that
he owned as a child called
"Robot 2000."
"Nostalgic stuff is popular,"
Brown said. "I had one of these
as a kid, but now I have five
kids. They would love this
stuff."
Costigan, Asians and Young
each gave ideas for holiday

Opening comic
complements Black
to a diversified audience.

• Are you looking to enhance
your leadership skills?
• Do you want to build more
successful work teams?
• Do you want to make a larger
impact at BGSU?

"Nicodemus is an up and
coming comedian who complements Lewis Black very well.
He's diversified in what he is
talking about," said Jeff Marko,
sophomore
Programming
Director of UAO. Marko also
added that "Nicodemus can
talk to anyone in the crowd,
and the audience can relate to
him."
Nicodemus was voted the
funniest young comedian in
Ohio by the Columbus
Dispatch. He addresses current
events issues as well as personal experiences, from being in
the Navy, being bi-racial, and
from his first day in Catholic

lunior Dan Solomon, who is
also a Programming Director
for the UAO, said "He's a strong
and upcoming talent. One of
the things that I like doing is to
give the students someone who
they can relate to, and
Nicodemus will enjoy working
with a new type of crowd."
Nicodemus will be opening
for Black tomorrow at 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall. Tickets are $8 in
advance and $10 at the door.
Black and Nicodemus promise
to entertain a number of students tonight. Black, the wellknown comedian on the
Comedy Central program "The
Daily Show," will follow
Nicodemus

*•••••••••••*••

government. He is one of the lead ers of anti-Taliban forces closing
in on their last stronghold in
Kandahar.
A Western diplomat said the
factions had broadly agreed to the
outline of a UN. draft agreement
for the northern alliance in Kabul
to transfer power.
The U.N. plan envisions a 29member interim executive council representing Afghanistan's ethnic groups, regions and religions
and an independent council of
elders, which should be formed
within a month of the interim
authority, to convene a tribal
gathering or loya jirga within six
months.
The draft also provides for the
deployment of an international
security force, partly to allay safety
concerns of exiles who might
return to Kabul once the northern
alliance formally transfers power.

Transplant
policies in
discussion
ORGANS, FROM PAGE 1

revolved around public education, and that hasn't worked, Berry
said. "I've been talking for 15 yean
and I have not seen anything but
it gets worse."
Several states allow transplant
programs to take organs from
people who have consented during life without permission from
the family, but family wishes are
almost always followed anyway,
said Gail Agrawal, a law professor
at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.
"The reality is nobody wants to
add to the grief of the family." she
said.
Donation should simply be
expected, said Roger W. Evans, a
rivate investigator in Rochester,
inn.
More than 80,000 people are on
rgan transplant waiting lists, and
ore than 5,700 died waiting last
ear.

In Ohio, it is against the law to
fish for whales on Sunday and to i
get a fish drunk.
I
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gifts.
Costigan suggested Meijer's
gift baskets.
"If you know a pasta lover, we
can fill a basket with sauces,
spices and other pasta things,"
she said. "For a fisherman, we'll
fill it with fishing stuff."
Askins's store sells brownie
mix, applesauce cake and hot
chocolate mix in jars, which are
good gifts for college students,
she said. "It's ready for them to
open up and eat."
Young suggested scented
Play-Doh and anything in the
"Hello Kitty" line of toys.

Talks in
progress for
interim gov't
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Former chairman on trial for stealing
by Samuel Maull
IHf ISSOCIATfD PRESS

NEW YORK — The former
chairman of Sotheby's "watched
from on high" as his subordinates
carried out his orders hatching a
price-fixing
scheme
with
Christie's and cheating customers
out of millions of dollars, a federal
prosecutor said in closing arguments Monday.
A. Alfred Taubman, 76, of
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., has been
on trial for three weeks on charges
he and Christie's Chairman
Anthony Tennant stole as much
as $400 million in commissions
from sellers from 1993 to 1999.
The defense was scheduled to
deliver closing arguments
Monday afternoon and jury
deliberations were lo begin
Tuesday.
Assistant U.S. Attorney John
Greene told the jury in closing
arguments that Taubman had the
motive, the capacity and the
opportunity to carry out the
price-fixing conspiracy.

Sotheby's profits started
shrinking in the late 1980s, from
$410 million in 1989 to $202 million in 1992, and Taubman's stock
in the company had plummeted
as well, Greene said.
The prosecution's case centered on testimony by Diana
"DeDe" Brooks, the former chief
executive for Sotheby's who
pleaded guilty in October 2000 to
price-fixing charges. She agreed
to testify against Taubman in
hopes of avoiding a three-year
prison sentence.
Brooks, 51, testified that the
plot was conceived during a
secret 1993 meeting in London at
which Taubman and Tennant
agreed they "were killing each
other on the bottom line, and that
it was lime to do something about
it."
During testimony, Brooks and
her counterpart at Christie's,
Christopher Davidge, both said
their bosses ordered them to end
a costly rivalry by eliminating discounts and charging identical,

non-negotiable commissions.
Taubman also warned her to
keep quiet about it, Brooks
added.
The secret deal denied sellers
the right to negotiate a lower
commission from one auction
house by threatening to take business to the other. Since some auction items are worth millions of
dollars, negotiating even part of a
percentage less could translate
into considerable savings for the
seller.
"The fix was in," Greene said.
During testimony, the defense
tried to show that Brooks rigged
commissions behind Taubman's
back.
William Sheridan, chief financial officer of Sotheby's, testified
Brooks complained about having
to answer to "old men who fall
asleep at meetings." She once
even extended a $105 million line
of credit to a buyer without getting the board of director's
mandatory approval, he said.
Another Sotheby's executive,

Michael Curl, claimed when he
mentioned speaking to Taubman
about the business, Brooks
snapped: "Alfred Taubman doesn't run this company — I do."
Brooks' predecessor, Michael
Ainslie, portrayed Taubman as
being demanding about maintaining Sotheby's lead in market
share, but confused by math.
Shown an internal document
prosecutors say details the pricefixing conspiracy, Ainslie said, "I
can't imagine him being able to
understand the complexity (of
the document). ... It's all about
numbers."
Tennant, 71, of Andover,
England, has said he will not
come to the United States to face
charges in an antitrust case nol
covered by extradition treaties.
Sotheby's pleaded guilty to
conspiracy and was sentenced to
pay S45 million. Christie's was
granted amnesty by the government for its cooperation.
If convicted, Taubman would
face up to three years in prison.

the Associated Press

ON TRIAL Former Sotheby's chairman A. Alfred Taubman arrives at
federal court in New York yesterday.

Health food store owners clash with state
Ohio Board of
Dietetics fights plan
to allow owners to
teach nutrition.
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — Health
food stores arc asking the state to
allow them to teach nutrition and
wcllness classes, after winning
the right to advise customers
individually.
"These dietitians say my business constitutes the practice of
dietetics without a license," said
Pam Popper, president of The
Wellness Forum, which is based
in Worthington and offers health
and wcllness classes in 13 other

Ohio Board of Dietetics officials arc fighting the plan.
The nutrition classes offer
unproven information from people "with no minimum standards
for education or training." said
Kay Mavko, the dietetics board's
executive secretary.
Allowing the classes also would
take away the board's ability lo
oversee the industry and set a
dangerous precedent, she said.
A bill is pending in the
Legislature to allow store operators to offer the classes by certified nutritionists. The sponsor,
Rep. Linda Reidelbach, RColumbus, said no one has come
forward to show that the classes,
some of which are offered free,
have caused anyone harm.

DISPLAY
■layi

"All of us are aware that there
are alternative heallh-care
options. I, for one, believe we
should be able to access them if
we choose to," she said.
Claudia David-Roscoe, owner
of Claudia's Natural Food Market
in Toledo, earned her nutritionist
certificate by correspondence
from the National Institute of
Nutritional
Education
in
Colorado.
"We should have the right to
educate consumers because we
have the expertise," she told The
Blade for a story Monday.
She said most mainstream universities don't offer natural-wellness curriculums so students
must seek other choices until the
universities catch up. She added
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that restrictions imposed by the
dietetics board are a freedom of
speech issue.
"With nutritional health care,
everyone has the right to seek
information from whomever
they choose," she said.
This isn't the first time she has
gone against the dietetics board.
A board investigator cited her
more than two years ago for consulting with customers on the
benefits of her natural supplement and organic food products.
That violated the state's dietetics practice act, which prohibited
retailers who sell vitamins, supplements and organic groceries
from giving nutritional advice to
their customers.
David-Roscoe, with the sup-

port of state lawmakers and the
National Nutritional Food
Association of Newport Beach,
Calif, successfully lobbied the
Legislature to pass a bill a year
ago that gave store owners the
freedom to dispense advice. But
they are not able to hold organized classes.
"It was a huge thing," DavidRoscoe said. "It was the first bill
that benefited those of us who
work in health-food stores."
Mavko said there is a difference
between offering individual
advice on a specific product and
giving classes in which health
store owners could make claims
and recommendations about a
variety of products and treatments.

OWNERS' PLAN
WHAT IT IS: Health food store
owners would be allowed to
teach nutrition and wellness
classes.
WHY: Owners should have the
right to educate customers;
some universities do not offer
wellness curriculum; and the
public should have access to
alternative health-care options.
OPPOSITION: Ohio Board of
Dietetics said the bill would take
away the ability of the board to
oversee industry.
STATUS: The bill is pending in
the Ohio Legislature and was
sponsored by Rep. Linda
Reidelbach, R-Columbus.
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If I had a third nipple and that
third nipple had an eye—this is
what youd see.

55

—My VH1 Music Awards host Eric
McCormack on the live webcam attached to
his chest at last Sunday's ceremony.

A forum ot views and Ideas

An *F' for school fairness
ANDREA
F0RKER
Cornell University

(U-WIRE) ITHACA. N.Y. —
Your elementary school
teachers undoubtedly had
you pass your spelling test to
the kid next to you for grading. It's common procedure
in grade school. But this
could be changing. Six states
have outlawed this method of
student grading and, depending on the outcome of a
Supreme Court case heard
last week, it could become
illegal nationwide.
It started in 1999 when an
Oklahoma mother sued her
local school district when a
classmate graded her sixth
grade son's spelling test and
called out his score, a 47, to
the entire class. She feels the
student grading practice violated her son's right to privacy.
According to the 1974
Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA), no
school receiving federal funding can release an educational record without parental
permission. The question is,
what constitutes an educational record? A district judge
dismissed the case, stating
that spelling tests are not official educational records and
therefore do not qualify for
confidential status.
Undeterred, the mother and
her lawyers marched on to an
appeal court and won. Now
it's reached the Supreme
Court.
It's a battle for the right to
privacy versus the right for
schools to autonomously
decide how they will conduct
business. But when you look
at the implications of guaranteeing spelling test confidentiality to every elementary
school child, it becomes a
battle for so much more. It
could undermine the right of
educators to do their job, and
the student's right to learn.
The notion that every piece of

paper with a student's name
on it merits classified status is
dangerous to our educational
system. If the Supreme Court
rules in favor of the
Oklahoma mother, it could
subject teachers to arbitrary
and multitudinous lawsuits.
The possibilities for prosecution are endless. If an
insignificant grade on a weekly spelling test is confidential,
the gold star chart for academic excellence definitely
instigates litigation. Such
methods of praise leave the
unpraised publicly starless,
revealing which students perform poorly in an academic
environment. Construction
paper snowmen and turkeys
will have to go as well. Some
kids are blatantly better with
paste and scissors. Chagrined
second graders and prosecuted Ms. Pringle we don't want.
And God spare Ms. Atkinson:
she had Susie pass lohnny's
multiplication quiz back to
him and a whole row of students saw his score. Her
career and life savings are
gone.
Lawsuits wouldn't be limited to elementary schools
either. At the university level,
this ruling could fundamentally alter the way higher education operates. If peer grading is outlawed, the use of
undergraduate T.A.s and
graders will have to end.
Universities couldn't risk
loosing a lawsuit to a floundering Chemistry 101 student
who felt shamed in front of
his peer T.A. To compensate
for ousted undergraduate
T.A.s, more expensive labor
would have to be employed,
driving the cost of tuition
ever higher.
What about group work?
Much to the Hotel School's
dismay, group work could be
too much of a liability as well.
Group work earns a group
grade, compromising a student's right to academic privacy under the proposed
standards. This means that
TCAB is an illegal time bomb.
A ruling in favor of student

privacy would alter teaching
and work practices, not to
mention time-honored traditions such as the honor roll
and naming of a valedictorian. These practices could
arguably be deemed illegal.
Furthermore, a ruling in favor
of the Tulsa mother could discourage good teachers from
even entering the profession.
It's difficult enough to find
good teachers — let's not
scare them off with lawsuits.
It's hard enough to live on a
teacher's salary — let's not
bombard them with additional legal fees. In the end, this
case could create yet another
factor that deprives the students of excellent instruction.
As students, working in a
group environment with others in our peer group, we
must accept that other students may get a sense of our
academic performance.
Raising the standards for student privacy will only turn
the education system into a
hunting ground, subjecting
teachers and schools to lawsuits similar to the malpractice suits that plague the
medical field, or the specious
personal injury cases that ail
motorists. Outlawing peer
grading sets a precedent for
immoral, money-hungry parents to sue their child's
teacher. Treating every rinkydink spelling test as a confidential document sets up a
fear culture in our schools.
Teachers should have the
right to conduct class without
fear of litigation.
This case, demanding confidentiality for every piece of
classroom paper, extends the
student's right to privacy too
far and at the expense of
teachers' rights. Ironically, a
judgment in favor of students' rights could infringe
upon a student's right to
learn. It would be unfortunate, especially for lovers of
TCAB, undergraduate T.A.s,
construction paper snowmen
and the gold star chart.
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Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down
A critical look at recent events and society in genera
Thiumbs

Down... to suicide bombers. Didn't
your
mother ever tell you not to play with
V
bombs?
L>

A.

iumbs Up... to the men's basketball team
... see, we new you could do it. Starting out
uthe season at 5-1 is very impressive.

Th umbs Up ... to holiday break in about
three
weeks, lust think, no Bowling Green
a
fc three weeks.
for

Phone: 14191372-2602
Fax:(419)372-6967
E-mail

bgnews#listproc.bgsu.edu
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PEOPLE
ONTIIKSTRKKT
What do you think about the unseasonably warm
temperatures?

numbs Down... to Scrooges. Drive carefully and stick your "bah humbug'' No elbow-L ing,
i pushing or shoving!

iumbs Down... to warm weather. First off,
it's hard to Christmas shop in flip-flops and
-1. nno snow means no snow days.

T
Fun found in Greek life
Thiumbs Down ... to finals week in two
weeks. It sucks becasue it comes right
before holiday break.

DANIELLE
WINTERS
Opinion Columnist

210 West Hall
Bowling Green
Stale University
Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403

iumbs Neutral... to snow. Some of you like
it, some of you don't. Either way, it's the
beginning of December and there isn't any.

TS
A ■■■■

My freshman year, I swore off
sororities, clubs of anv sort,
community service and anything that didn't require studying Looking back, I realize I
had a lot of free time that I could
have been using to do something productive, social and lifeenriching.
This year, I came to the
University with a desire to do •
something that I could look
back on ten years from now and
have fond memories of.
Last year, I wasn't so sure
about Greek life. I really thought
sororities and fraternities were
silly, and I hate to admit it, but I
actually believed that sororities
were just expensive ways to
make friends. You wouldn't
believe how embarrassed I am
to admit that, now that I know
how incredibly false it is. I
thought sorority girls were the
kinds of girls you see on
"Clueless"- ditzy, airhead types
that value money and material
possessions more than anything.
I learned a great lesson from
being doubtful of Greek life,

then becoming a part of it,
though. Often we tend to think
poorly of something we aren't a
part of. Maybe we talk ourselves
into how silly and frivolous
something is because we are
secretly jealous that we aren't a
part of it. But then 1 decided to
try it for myself, and my life
changed dramatically for the
better.
After recruitment, the most
physically and emotionally
draining part of becoming
Greek. I was tired and my feet
hurt. But I knew where I wanted to be. The first time I set foot
in the sorority house I ended up
accepting a bid, I knew it was
where I was meant to be (sorority name withheld)
I am normally a happy, outgoing person. But when 1 started
talking to my now sisters, a new
part of me that was more excited, happy, and outgoing than
ever shone through. I instantly
connected with my sisters, and
knew it was where 1 was meant
to be.
A few of my friends who aren't
Greek often say, "How can you
call someone who isn't related to
you by blood, your sister?" But
to me, I feel such a bond toward
my sisters that I almost feel as
though they are my blood sis-

ters.
I'm never afraid to say anything, do anything, or be a certain way for fear of what they
might say. I'm never afraid to
talk to them about something
on my mind. I know they will
always be there for me, no matter what.
Bid day was one of the best
times so far. I thought to myself
that day, "How can it get better
than this?" I would like to thank
my chapter for proving to me
that every day with them gets
better.
As new members, we enjoyed
a luxury of attention from the
active sisters who took a vested
interest in our education about
the sorority. We got our Bigs,
who showered us with gifts.
My Big is one of my favorite
people, I'm thrilled she's my Big,
and I'd like to thank her for her
support, friendship, and everything else she's given me.
Now that I am an active
member of my sorority, I am
excited to leam more about the
history of my sorority, and how
it became what it is today.
To my entire chapter: Thank
you so much for asking me to
join your chapter, for showing
me love and support, and for
making my life wonderful.

LAURA JOSEPH

ZUKEYA GRAVES

JENNIFER PHLEGER

KIM BAKER

SENIOR

FRESHMAN

GRAO STUDENT

GRAD STUDENT

"It's very bad for the
athletes."

"It's a nice change from the
bitter wind."

"It's good; I hate cold
weather."

"It's good; I don't like cold
weather."

ARTS AND I:NTKRTAINMI:NT
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Sound Check: Zombie remains creepy
Rob Zombie

killed come chorus time —
homs are not meant for hard
rock songs. Only one track is
truly dark. "House of 1000
Corpses" is a macabre Texas
swing complete with evil piano,
a chorus riff pulled straight off
Concrete Blonde's "Bloodletting"
and lots of spooky samples.
For those folks who bought
into past Zombie offerings, Tlie
Sinister Urge will provide more of
the same pleasures as before. It's
not as heavy, but it's still enjoyable. Let's hope this time the single album suffices, and we don't
get accosted with yet another
crappy remix album. Grade: B

The Sinister Urge
Just in time for Chrislmas, Rob
Zombie returns, like previous
White Zombie releases and
1999s Hellbilly Deluxe, The
Sinister Urge is chalked full of the
B-movie samples and electronically-enhanced creepiness we've
come to expect from the dreadlocked one. Rob must've been a
big fan of old Kiss records as this
one clocks in under 40 minutes
even with all the atmospheric
bits — actual music count is
more like 34 minutes. Most prog
metal EPs are longer than this
'full length" disc.
Of course, for what is getting
done here, an hour plus would
be overkill. Never known for
diversity, Rob basically sticks to
what has worked in the past with
a few tweaks here and there.
There's that fusion of traditional
groove metal and electronica
that makes the lead single "Dead
Girl Superstar" and "Scum of the
Earth" as catchy as the past
Zombie hits. Another success
occurs when Merry Mayhem
tourmale Ozzy Osboume drops
in on "Iron Head." For the most
part, the disc starts and stays uptempo. Dig difference between
this and past Zombie is a
brighter, perkier tone than
before. Hie bassline to "Never
Gonna Stop" almost crosses into
latin territories and "California"
has pop sensibilities but gets

AmeiKan Heart i
AsNntiallnn.1

AMERICAN
HEART
WALK
January 26. 2002

-Brad Klypclutk

Various Artists
The Concert for New York
City
A while back, The Concert for
New York City was held at
Madison Square Garden. The
show made for some great TV
however, the magic that the concert had on film seems to be
missing somewhat from the
two-CD collection from the
show.
The Concert for New York City
has a blockbuster line-up
including The Who, Paul
McCartney, Backstreet Boys,
David Bowie, and Mick laggcr
among others. The show has
that rushed feeling, but the show

happened so soon after the
attacks on the Twin Towers you
soon look past that fact.
Standing out from among the
patriotic covers and the top 10
hits of the day is Adam Sandier,
who brought his Operman character out of retirement for the
evening. Sandier delivers one of
the few light moments on the
entire album as he begs for
Mayor Guliani to stay and asked people to hug the firefighters
(and police) with a little something extra added. (It's Adam
Sandier — take a wild guess
what that "something extra" is).
This is not to say the artists
don't have their moments. The
Who do start off weak, but by the
time they get to "Won't Get
Fooled Again," they are on fire.
Bon Tovi brought the crowd to
their feet. Paul McCartney delivers the goods, however the producers of the CD wisely left out
the new material he performed,
except for "Freedom." Overall,
the CD set captures the essence
of the show, but it was slightly
better on TV Grade: B+
-Lisa Bettinger

Kidneythieves
Phi in the Sky
"Spank," the fifth track on
Kidneythieves' Phi in theSky,
was remixed for the EP by
KMFDM, that should be a good
enough indication of what to

Heart disease and stroke kill more
people than any other disease.
In (act, cardiovascular disease kills more
people than the next seven leading cause
of death combined The American Heart
Association is the nation's oldest and
largest voluntary agency dedicated to
reducing disability and death due to
cardiovascular disease and stroke by
promoting healthy lifestyles and investing
m life-saving research and education

expect from the entire album. It
is a potent, driving, industrial
music that, simply put, works.
The first track on the album is
the stunning "Black Bullet," an
excellent introduction which
showcases Free Dominguez's
vocal skill. In an era when the
actual ability to sing has
become of reduced importance
in the world of music in general
(even more so in the harder end
of the scale) her talent is refreshing.
The EP is a scant six songs,
three of which are separate versions of "Zerospace," the title
track of the full length album to
be released in February. Even
so, it is neither short nor redundant. The remixes are distinct
works of music on their own,
and the individual songs are
long enough to make this nearly
a full length album at 36 minutes. It should be a welcome
addition to any collection of
industrial music.
listening to Phi in the Sky
makes the wait on the actual
album seem very long.
The only fault of the album is
that it is indiistii.il dance and
sounds like the rest of the genre.
Still, while it is not an exceptionally innovative album, it is an
exceptional album that might
have been made for dance but
can actually be listened to, just
to for kicks. Grade: A-

TUESDAY, DEC. 4
CAMPUS EVENTS
While Ribbon Days @ The
Women's Center, 108 Hanna
Hall. Men of Bowling Green, who
are against violence against
women come and pick up a
white ribbon anytime between
now and Dec. 6. Wear the ribbon
until that day as a statement to
others that you want to see an
end to gendered violence.
Breast Cancer Prevention Panel
@ 1010 Business
Administration Building, 7p.m.
The panel will include a breast
cancer survivor and a nurse
practitioner. All students, faculty, and staff are welcome.
Refreshments will be provided.
52nd Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibition @ Dorothy Uber
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Building, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. A
wonderful opportunity to see
and purchase work by some of
the finest artists in (his region,
this exhibition presents work in
a wide range ot media by current and emeriti faculty and
current staff members of the
School of Art

Off-Campus Housing Fair @
101 Olscamp Hall, 2:30 p.m. to
5 p.m.

- David Storie

Men's Health Fait @ Student
Recreation Center, 4 p.m. to 7

1
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Check out
our Huge Assortment
of Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

• Over 500 units
with super locations!

Stop by 319 E. Wooster for a
brochure of complete details and
speak with our friendly staff!

To Students, Faculty and Staff:
We invite you to come and share
YOUR thoughts about the
Code of Student Conduct at BGSU

Refreshments will be served

YOU
CAN

www.newloverealty.com/nrentals
,„,....,

'

332 S. Main (our only office)

,*>

FALL 2002 LEASING
Come sign up today!

o

(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
• Furnished
• Close to campus
Some units with A/C, fireplace, dishwashers

Heinz Apartments

o
o

o
MotvFri (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am - 1 pm)

website:

Entrance ii tlirou,<.i th«- power gliding door* off of T'l.iir>*l.i. St
JVwel, d tnirtern yo.xr manager wirli Dining Service^ ii*
currently mider^oin^ radiation treatment.* in liouo- of reducing
tlie fix* of a tumor located on In- i*pine. After the fin»t of the
year, if tlii?* treatment iai mcoMWrulf Jewel will nave i*uiyery to
remove tlie tumor and facet* several montli* of rehabilitative
physical ther.l|i

Mtnlmuni Donation:

S5.M Adllls
$3.M CMMrei 12 and under

(cast only)

a?

i.il.ir to dttrnd bill would lite to nirilfe a
donation, you may do to rtt tin- offic^i- of University
Dining Ssrview, 200 CVntr.-x, Monday- Friday, Utwawu
8am - 5pm. Volunteers are needed to assist, if
interested contact Lisa fl.iauetla & (72-2891.

"V5^^."

0<&aVtS^°

n*

$50,000.00 * Part-timo job Including
"ZERO COST" EDUCATION »
$50.OO ./hour student plan!

100% PAID
COLLEGE TUITION
CALL NOW: (419) 353-4916 or Toll-Free: (877)993-9093
Mail this card today for a
NO OBLIGATION scholarship
application/interview.
NAME_
ADDRESS.

808, 818 N Enterprise, 424, 451 Frazee
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C, Fireplaces, dishwashers

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
•A/C, Fireplaces, Microwaves, dishwashers

Stop by the office for our current listing of available units!
*1 & 2 bedroom units also available*
Hours:

Sunday, December 9tn
in McDonald Countryside
from 5:30 - 7:30pm.

UNITS GOING FAST!

Columbia Court Apartments

3

HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT?
If you have a campus or city
event that you would like to
have listed in the calendar of
events, send an e-mail to
bgnewsevents@hotmail.com or
stop by 210 West Hall with
information on the event. The
deadline is 6 p.m. two days
before the event. The calendar
does not print weekend events
due to space limitations.

"HJFTY - FIFTY. PlilSI

Check out the 2002-2063 leases! Updates on the wen @

,„,_.

OFF-CAMPUS EVENTS
Small Works Fall Exhibition @
Cosmos Coffee House. The
exhibit features the work of
three Fine Arts senior students;
John Reddingston, Justin
Behnken and Jay Christman.

to benefit Jewel Hanna and his family.

Voice your thoughts
at a group discussion to be held:
Wednesday, December 5
9:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
219 Olscamp Hall

John Newlove Real Estate
319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

352-56211

Dance Marathon Campus-wide
Meeting® 101 Olscamp, 9:15
p.m. For more information
please contact Campus
Involvement.

Spaghetti Fund Raising
Dinner/Silent Auction

OPEN FORUM

354-2260

NEWL9VE

Lewis Black @ Kobacker
Auditorium. 8 p.m. Outstanding
Male Comedian 2001. $8 for
students, $10 for non-students.
Tickets on sale at the Olscamp
Info Desk and the Office of
Campus Involvement.

f?£ea&e join UA...

The Code can be found at:
http://www.bgsu. <xl u/offices/sa/judicial/code. html
• 9 &12 month and
summer leases
available

Graduate String Quartet @
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. 8 p.m.

If you sleep in a cold room,
you are
HP*-'

Code of Student Conduct

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

p.m. Health assessments, information, and freebies. Sponsored
by the Student Hearth Service,
Wellness Connection, and
Student Recreation Center.

TODAYS
EVENTS

www.wcnet.org/

TELEPHONE.

GREENBRIAn, INC.

"THE BEST KEPT SECRET!"
"ZERO COST" EDUCATION:
GET INFORMED about YOUR options! Start receiving >

OHIO ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

Bowling Green / BGSU Education Center
SFC HESSON, 212 E. Wooster St.

Bowling Green, Ohio 43402-2921

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402

SFC B. GORDON HESSON (Brad)
National Guard MasterEducation Counselor

FC Hn«« '« .<'■>< )>ui m M<"i«iri HJI -iih the Otf-mmnu .« MMJJ
,*n.c lAimy R 0 TC I CJII (»l°l "I MOO Kill AN ANOINTMENT NO*
•nTh* A.nmGw»4**JAm<y ROTC -m«H*«»»ly »J pi UM Iwwliur*
t (IM)uirHO**

PAYCHECK NOW! Lock-in $50,000* of CASH and
EDUCATION entitlement Do not wail until it is loo late! It is
costing you S$$ to wail! Sergeant First Class Brad Hesson
received a bachelor's degree by taking advantage of these
hard-(o-heheve programs1 CALL for a no obligation appointment
to get the details It will take ahnul 20-M minium anri i« ihy hv
appointment only

Would you consider working PART-TIME.

while attending school FULL-TIME for a "ZERO COST' FOUR
YEAR EDUCATION?
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INNOVATOR El

Inventor reveals battery-powered super-scooter
PT^I

[BDK ^yjH

byJimKrane
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Capping
months of speculation about his
mysterious innovation, an
Mn iBf* - .
accomplished inventor unveiled
the device yesterday — a oneperson, battery-powered scooter
that he claims will revolutionize
ffmr
transportation.
Inventor Dean Kamen and his
backers have big hopes for the
agile Segway Human Transporter,
saying the scooter will displace
awkward, polluting cars, leading
to a realigned cityscape that is
Itt ' En more
people-friendly.
^RB.^J JB Si'V
The Segway, until now known
only by its codenames "IT" and
"Ginger," "will be to the car what
the car was to the horse and
JH
buggy," Kamen boasted to Time
I
magazine for yesterday's edition.
"Cars are great for going long distances. But it makes no sense at
all for people in cities to use a
r=Jll
4,000-pound piece of metal."
,n -_^-~
Kamen revealed the scooter on
nw '-■■ i itod ftns
ABC's Good Morning America on
SCOOTER POWER: Demonstrators ride the Segway Human
Yesterday. ABC's parent company,
Transporter, a one-person battery-powered scooter invented by Dean the Wall Disney Co., has sponsored Kamen's robot-building
Kamen.
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Do You Want to Work in the NEW
Bowen - Thompson Student Union?

competitions for students
Kamen and the morning
show's hosts took the scooter for a
spin in a New York City park,
demonstrating various maneuvers and cruising up and down
ramps as crowds watched.
"It just does it very smoothly,
very gracefully. ... What used to
take you a half an hour will take
you 7,8,9 minutes," Kamen said.
Kamen holds roughly 100 U.S.
patents. His other inventions
include the heart stent used by
Vice President Dick Cheney and a
wheelchair that can climb stairs.
Kamen said the battery-powered device requires little electricity. Kamen's Manchester, N.H.based firm DEKA Research and
Development will oversee production of the machine.
The two-wheeled Segway,
which looks like a cross between
an old rotary lawn mower and a
Razor scooter, travels at a top
speed of about 17 mph.
According to those who have
ridden it, the scooter is difficult to
fall from or knock over because of
gyroscopes that work to keep it
upright. Speed and direction arc

controlled by the rider's shifting
weight.
Riders stand upright, facing
forward over the invention's single axle, navigating with a bicyclelike handlebar. A single battery
charge can propel the scooter 17
miles over level ground, with
each hour of charge providing
power for two hours' use, Time
reported.
"All the knowledge that went
into knowing how to walk is
transferred to this machine.
When you stand on this machine
il kind of walks for you," Kamen
said in revealing the scooter.
The U.S. Postal Service,
General Electric and National
Parks Service will be the first customers to purchase them, buying
80-pound heavy-duty models for
$8,000 apiece, according to ihe
magazine.
The Postal Service plans to test
20 Segways on mail routes in
Concord, N.H., and Fort Myers,
Fla., starting in January, in hopes
of enabling carriers to cover more
ground, according to a report on
The New York Times' Web site.
The City of Atlanta plans to use

HOLIDAY
HELP
12-6 Week Work Program!
Customer Service/Sales
Guaranteed summer positions!

EARN $$$ FOR
SPRING BREAK NOW!!!

several dozen starting in
February in an effort lo reduce
emissions and traffic congestion,
the Times said.
A 65-pound, $3,000 consumer
model won't be available for at
least a year.
Kamen, who said he withheld
information on the Segway until
he had finished filing related
patents, is an accomplished
inventor and recipient last year of
the
National
Medal
of
Technology,
awarded
by
President Clinton. Kamen's previous inventions also include the
first portable kidney dialysis
machine.
From the time plans for the
machine were firsl leaked to a
website called Inside.com almost
a year ago, tantalizing but vague
mentions of the project kept the
device in a controlled state of
pent-up hype.
Corporate luminaries who'd
gotten sneak previews described
the machine's impact as "as big as
the PC" and "bigger than the
Internet."
Others have labeled the invenlionasabunchof hype.

Looking to Sell

That Fancy
Sports Car You
Have Stashed
Away in the
Garage?

$14.15 Base-Appt.

Guaranteed Pay.
EMPLOYMENT

No door-to-door or telemarketing!
GREAT FOR RESUME!

OPPORTUNITIES!

We will have openings for student employees at:

Advertise
In the
BGNews
Classifieds.

Featured on CNBC.
Scholorships/lnternships Available-Conditions Exist

• Information Center - assisting Union customers with information.

www.workforstudents.com

• Building Services - working with event services including audio-visual
and room arrangements.

Call

372-6977

Applications are available at the Olscsmp Hall information Center and
in the Union offices in 215 South Hall. Starting salary S5.50 an hour.

Bus. Hours:

9 a 111

5 |l 111

The
i SUMMER'S
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PRESENTS
Located Above Downtown Businesses:

0
|h place of A 1.1

1N N. Main - H
114 S. Main: central AC. washer/dryer in
building
117 M. Main: washer/dryer in building,
dishwasher, central AC
121W. Mfoostw: Free water/sewer
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS:
109 N. Main - G: located downtown
311 S. Main A * B: Very large apartments
31$ " S. Main: Wood deck
319 S. Main: Lg apt w/front porch
507 ft S2S E. Marry: Across from Campus. Free
water/sewer.
Washer/dryer in building
THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS:

"An

31$ S. Main: Spacious rooms. Front porch
317 S. Main: located close to downtown

NFAVI'.'YT.
ivwv- newlovereally coiWnrent.ils
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FOOTBALL BENGALS STRUGGLE OFFENSIVELY. PAGE 8

TUESDAY

'BRIEFING

December 4,

CORRECTION

2001

Yesterday's paper said in
; the headline that the Bowling
> Green hockey team split with
Lake Superior when in fact
they went 0-1 -1 with
Nebraska-Omaha.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING EREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Skating Team
Places Third

'.
"
'
■
',
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The Bowling Green
Synchronized Skating Team
placed third at the Dr. Porter
Competition Sunday in Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Michigan State and
Western Michigan placed first
and second respectively
ahead of the Falcons, which
the University of Michigan
placed fourth.
The Synchronized Skating
Team will be performing next
weekend at Michigan State.
They placed fifth at nationals last year.

A great
time to
be a
Falcon

Matela named MAC
Player of the Week

PETE
STELLA

Bowling Green's Len Matela
(East Division) and Ball State's
Theron Smith (West Division)
were selected as winners of
the Mid-American Conference
Player of the week award for
the third week of the 2001 -02
season.
Matela averaged 17.5 points
and 12 rebounds per game as
the Falcons topped Michigan,
65-59, and Marist, 61-58.
Matela shot 52.2 percent (12of-23) from the field and 73.3
percent (11 -of-15) from the
line. He scored eight points
and had four rebounds in the
last five minutes of the
Michigan game to rally BG to
the win, coming back from a
five-point deficit with three
minutes to go. Matela's layup
at the 1:35 mark put BG ahead
for good. Against Marist, he
had a team-best 21 points and
matched his career high with
17 rebounds.

Former Sports Editor

Michael Ishmkuhle BG News

irS MINE: Sophomore guard Emily Pohl gets to the ball before her opponent in the 73-57 win over Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne.

BG looks to stay on track
by loel Hammond
IHE BG N[WS

Coaches show now
: on Internet Mondays
Last night's Falcons Nest
Coaches Shows was the first
time it was available on the
j internet for the 2001-2002
campaign. The shows can be
; heard locally on WBVl-FM
'. (96.7) which now is available
on the internet at wbvi.com.
BG men's basketball coach
. Dan Dakich can be heard
■ each Monday (except when
games conflict) from 6:30 to 7
p.m.. while Buddy Powers can
'. be heard from 7 to 7:30 p.m.
The shows are broadcast live
from Fricker's Restaurant in
BG.
Beginning Saturday, Ian. 5,
the first Falcon Basketball
with Dan Dakich Television
Show will air at 10:30 a.m. on
Fox Sports Ohio. The show
will be on each Saturday
morning for the remainder of
the season, and also air locally
on WBGU Monday's al 10 p.m.
-

NFL confirms
Moore's injury
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PONT1AC, Mich. (AP) —
The NFL decided yesterday
that Detroit Lions wide receiver Herman Moore was appropriately placed on the injured
reserve list, which means he
must miss the remainder of
the season.
Moore visited a doctor
appointed by the NFL to verify that he tore a muscle from
his right hip in a loss at
Minnesota on Oct. 14. Moore
was placed on the injured
reserve list three days later.
Following the examination,
the NFL told the Lions that
Moore was appropriately
placed on the list.
"It's common for the league
to bring in guys off IR to validate the injury," Lions
spokesman Bill Keenist said.
"It's not uncommon or unexpected."
Moore has said he could
have returned this season.
"Herman tells me he
could've played this year, but
I'm not a doctor and I trust
the Lions had good intentions
when they placed him on IR,"
said Moore's agent, Brad
Blank.
The Lions, the NFLs lone
winless team, lost 13-10 at
Chicago on Sunday to drop to
0-11.
Blank said it's routine for
the NFL to look into the
health of people on injured
reserve.

The BG women's basketball
team heads to Indianapolis
tonight to lake on Butler
University at Hinkle Field
House. The Falcons, coming off
a win that ended a four-game
losing streak Thursday night
against Indiana-Purdue Fort
Wayne at Anderson Arena, will
look to continue that momentum.
Butler enters the game at 0-6
on the year, with losses against
Minnesota. Oklahoma and fellow MAC competitor Miami,
among others. Nancy Bowdcn
leads the Bulldogs by averaging

11.2 points per game, and also
averages 2.7 assists and steals
per game, as a sophomore. The
Butler squad is underclassmenladen, as only one junior is the
oldest player on Ihe team.
Dionne Goodwin leads the
Bulldogs in rebounds, averaging 7.5 points per game.
The Falcons' win over 1PFW
Thursday night ended a string
of tough losses. A three-game
road-trip began two weeks ago,
as the Falcons lost at Detroit 6762. In that game, preseason All
MAC selection Francine Miller,
who scored 26 poinis in BG's
season-opening
win
al
Youngstown State, was injured

and hasn't returned since Hei
injury preceded the Falcons'
trip to Colorado and the Coors
Classic.
In Colorado, the Falcons lost
to No. 10 (at that point)
Colorado, 96-44, a game in
which Colorado dominated and
led 53-9 at one poinl. Lindsay
Austin, perhaps [he Falcons'
most consistent player, led the
leani and was the only player in
double figures, with 16 points.
Yale was the Falcons' opponent
in Ihe consolation game, and
senior Dana Western's 16 points
kepi BG close. In ihe end, ihe
Bulldogs used a 12-0 run in ihe
second half, and cruised to a 12

poinl victory.
Upon reluming home, the
Falcons losl another starter, redshin sophomore Pam Brown, lo
a meniscus injury in her knee. It
was learned over the weekend
lhal Brown will have surgery,
and will miss approximately
ihree lo four weeks. Eastern
Kenlucky led ihe nalion last
year in scoring, and, like Yale,
used a big second-half run lo
beat the Falcons by 20. 83-63.
Kim Griech led ihe Falcons with
14 points, and Austin scored 12
points.
Thursday's win brought new
BASKETBALL. PAGE 8

Jordan to miss another game
by loseph White
IH[

ASSOCIATED MESS

WASHINGTON — More than
eight years and two retirements
later. Michael lordan is finally
going to miss another NBA
game because of an injury.
lordan had fluid drained
from his righl knee Monday
and will miss Ihe Washington
Wizards' game al San Antonio
today, the start of a four-game
road trip.
An Mid revealed no serious
damage lo the knee, so lordan
might return for Thursday's
game at Houston.

"My body is sending me
messages, and 1 need lo listen,"
lordan said. "I hope to he ready
to play on Thursday"
lordan hyperextended his
knee during a preseason game,
and this was the second time hi'
has had fluid drained from ii.
1 le has been bothered by soreness and swelling in the knee—
on top of the tendinitis he has
felt in both knees since he
resumed workouts earlier this
year.
Al 38, lordan has barely been
able to practice for more than a
week. When he does, he can't

make it through the entire session.
lordan is averaging 24.8
poinis and 38 minutes per
game and is shooting just 10
percent, well below his career
average. He also leads ihe
league in shots taken and shots
missed.
"We're pleased with the
results of Michael's examination," Wizards general manager
vVfeS llnseld said. "Michael will
rest the knee for a few days and
continue his treatment so that
he can return as soon as possible."

Unseld said thai "Michael
wants to play ever) minute of
every game," but lhat coach
Doug Collins "will manage
Michael's minutes in an effort
lo minimize the soreness in the
knee."
lordan last missed an NBA
game because of injury on
March 5, 1993, also against San
Antonio. It was the second of
two games he missed while
hospitalized with a foot infection.
The wear and tear of an NBA
JORDAN, PAGE 9

A close look at MAC basketball
by Nick Hum
IHE

BG NEWS

The Mid-American
Conference doesn't want to
arrive al ihe Big Dance alone.
MAC men's basketball teams
have eclipsed the 20-win mark
eight limes in the last two
years. Yet, Ball Slate (1999) and
Kent State (2000) were the lone
MAC representatives in the
NCAA Tournament. Coaches
around the MAC have been
doing their best Rodney
Dangerfield impression, wondering where the respect is.
They even swaggered their ties
a little more after the Golden
Flashes upset Indiana last year
in the First-Round.
Yesterday there were two
stories featuring the MAC
Conference on Espn.com.
Why? A big part of the recognition was dealt by Ball State at
the Mam Invitational just
under two weeks ago.

Two big wins by Ball Stale
over Kansas and UCLA combined with a respectable 83-71
loss to No. 1 Duke brought
some national attention to Ihe
conference. Stories about the
MAC and why ihey haven't gotten more respect are surfacing.
One of the main reasons is
because the MAC has been so
equal in the past, conference
teams have beaten up on each
other. When the NCAA
Selection Committee sees BG
or Kent Slate lose a tough road
game against a conference
opponent like Ball State or
Ohio, MAC teams lose some of
their gusler. Another problem
with losing to another midmajor school is that voters will
drop schools out of the polls
faster than a free falling toilet.
Ball Slate is ranked 20th overall.
MAC, PAGE 8

Chris Schooler BG New

YEAH!: BG head coach Dan Dakich gets excited tor another victory as the Falcons beat Michigan 65-59 Nov. 28.

SOMEWHERE IN FLORIDA
While working Wednesday
night, an item moved across
the Associated Press Wire thai
grabbed my attention — and
kick started my memory.
"Michigan at Bowling
Green, 7:30 p.m."
Before I had time to think, 1
already had 100 percent confidence lhal the Falcons
would win ihe game againsl
their Big Ten opponent (I love
it, firsl the Buckeyes give it to
University of Michigan in
football then ihe bad ass
Falcons hand it lo them in
basketball, what a bad year to
be a Wolverines' fan).
As I followed the game on
ESPN.com, I wished I could
have been in Anderson Arena
to experience yet another
magical BG moment.
Bui I was there in spirit.
The best part was watching
a Keith McLeod three-pointer
bounce oul ihen back in as
time wound down with BG up
a good deal. The floor then
lurned into a mass of ravenous, orange-clad fans and the
post-game praise from Digger
Phelps was well deserved.
It was a beautiful sight,
even from 1100 miles away.
The upset of Michigan was
yet another awesome chapter
in BG athletics this year. 1
hope that everyone who
attends BG and cares about
the sporting teams realize
how lucky they are.
I'll get back to basketball in
a minute.
When 1 first met football
coach Urban Meyer earlier
this year, he told the reporters
at his first press conference
that there would be an immediate change, and the Falcons
would become an immediate
contender for the MidAmerican Conference title.
Though I had spent four
months last fall listening to
former coach Gary Blackney
ramble on about changes and
playing with poise and confidence, 1 truly believed that
Meyer would help BG do a
180.
He had a spark in his eye
thai the Falcons desperately
needed in their program to
help rebuild the respect BG
once got in football.
With wins over Missouri,
Northwestern and Toledo, BG
has become everything Meyer
said they would with hard
work and dedication.
Congrats boys, you deserve
ii.
And for that, I'm proud to
be a Falcon.
Who could forget the volleyball team, one of Ihe best
in ihe MAC and possibly the
country. Coach Denise Van
De Walle continues to recruil
top high school players and
mold them into collegiate
"killing" machines.
And for that, I'm proud to
be a Falcon.
Even though I live in
Florida and have had some
awesome experiences already
in my young career, nothing
really lops watching a game
high atop in Anderson Arena.
Two weeks ago, I spent both
Friday and Saturday night in
Gainesville watching Florida
and Florida State play in basketball and football.
While I watched the slopping Gators disperse of the
COLUMN, PAGE 9
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Browns try Bengals' offense keeps sliding
to regroup
by Joe Kay

IMt ASSOCIktE0 PICSS

BEREA, Ohio (AP) — Butch
Davis did not enjoy the movie,
either.
"Watching films, there was
not a lot of solace to look at it
four or five times again," the
Cleveland Browns' coach said
Monday after reviewing the 3115 loss to the Tennessee Titans
the previous day.
"We made more mistakes
than we had the previous four
or five games combined," Davis
said. "There were plays to be
made on both sides of the ball
and it is very frustrating when
you see that and don't get it
done. You just kick yourself."
Defensive tackle Orpheus
Roye agreed.
"It was very frustrating," Roye
said. "When you are trying to
get to the playoffs, every game
counts. When you lose one it
puts you that much further
behind."
For the first time in weeks,
Davis backed off a bit from his
stated goal of striving for a playoff berth.
"1 could care less about the
playoffs," he said. "Next week's
game is all that matters."
The Browns (6-5) will go to
New England to face the
Patriots (7-5) on Sunday in the
first of four road games in the
season's final five weeks.
"What 1 want is to see
improvement," Davis said. "I
want us to play berter and get
back to the things that we do
well."
That is forcing turnovers
instead of giving the ball away,
as Cleveland did Sunday when

Quincy Morgan fumbled on the
opening kickoff return.
"You get out of your element,
it manifests a lot of mistakes,"
Davis said. "Simply, we cannot
turn the ball over. We've forced
other teams to do that. We are
not spectacular on offense and
cannot overcome self-destruction very well."
Davis said the loss of defensive end Courtney Brown to a
sprained left ankle early in the
first quarter — along with the
absence of rookie running back
lames lackson with an ankle
injury from the previous week
— contributed to the poor performance.
"Hopefully, lames lackson is
better," Davis said. "We miss
him. He protects the ball and is
outstanding on blitz protection."
"Courtney is day-to-day,
week-to-week. We'll see how he
is doing when he comes in on
Wednesday."
Davis said he did see one
bright spot — the play of rookie
defensive tackle Gerard Warren.
"He played by far his best
game as a Cleveland Brown,"
Davis said of the first-round
draft pick. "He played the run
well and was so very close to
some sacks with good pressure."
Comerback Corey Fuller
expects the Browns to recover.
"It was just one game and you
can't hit the panic button,"
Fuller said. "The last time we
played a bad game, in
Cincinnati, we came back and
beat Baltimore."

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.
530 S. Maple St.

CINCINNATI — Four games.
Three touchdowns. The math
adds up to an 11th straight lost
season for the Cincinnati
Bengals.
The Bengals' midseason aspirations of a playoff run have disintegrated along with their
offense. They've lost four in a row
and fallen out of contention
because of the bottom line.
They can't score.
"It's not a secret," linebacker
Takeo Spikes said. "We need
more points to win. Point-blank.
Period."
The Bengals (4-7) also need
major improvement in their special teams, which cost them dearly again in the latest loss. They
had a punt blocked and returned
for a touchdown in Tampa Bay's
16-13 overtime victory Sunday.
Their kickoff coverage is worst
in the NFL and so frighteningly
bad that the Bengals have taken
to high, short kickoffs rather that
giving opponents a chance to
make a return.
All of that aside, it's the offense
that's getting mast of the blame
— and most of the boos — for its
prominent role in the slide back
into Bengal misery.
Things got so ugly Sunday that
the 52,135 fans booed loudly
when the offense ran onto the
field to start a series in the fourth
quarter with the Bengals trailing
13-3. The boos intensified when

"See You at
the Housing Fair"
Fox Run * Haven House Manor
Piedmont * Birchwood Place
Mini Mall * Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
All residents receive a membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor heated swimming pool.sauna.
HydraSpa Whirlpool, complete exercise

!li"rV.'.i..i.i1rtl fan

NOT AGAIN: Bengals quarterback Jon Kitna fumbles as he is
sacked by Bucs defenders Simon Rice and Anthony McFarland.
starting quarterback when the other than the fact that he's the
Bengals are out of contention, so No. 2 quarterback." LcBeau said
the club can get a better idea uneasily. "That's the first time I've
where he fits in its long-term heard that right now."
plans.
Told that Brown had indicated
Coach Dick Ix'Beau was the team would go in that direccaught off-guard Monday when tion, LeBeau said, "Oh, well, he's a
he was asked at what point the pretty important man. I actually
team would make Smith the didn't know that. So I guess you'd
starter.
better talk to Mr. Brown about
"I haven't mentioned Akili that.

Basketball to
Falcons have a
tough road ahead take on Butler
MAC. FROM PAGE 7

but unlike larger conferences,
one loss could take them right
out of the top 25 for good.
"Our league is almost like college football," BG coach Dan
Dakich said. "If you lose, you
have to win eight more to build
up for one loss. That's hard."
Bowling Green is off to a fast 51 start and could make a real
push for a Tourney bid with wins
over Mississippi, Delaware,
Michigan and Marist. All teams
except Michigan have high RPI's.
"If you look at our schedule,
short of playing everybody in the
Big Ten, we set it up to play very
good basketball teams," Dakich
said. "We're going to play teams

352-9378

Kitna badly missed Peter Warrick
three plays later, forcing a punt.
"We're not producing," Warrick
said. "It gets to the point that now
we go on the field and the dam
fans boo us. That's bad, man."
That's the norm around these
parts. Last season, the Bengals
had the worst passing game in
franchise history — six touchdown passes in a 4-12 season.
Things looked promising when
the Bengals overhauled the
offense, brought in Ion Kitna and
won their first two games. It's
been downhill since then: seven
losses in nine games.
The only part of the team that's
holding up is the defense. It gave
up a total of two touchdowns in
losses to Cleveland and Tampa
Bay and is ranked 10th in the
league in yards allowed.
The offense is regressing. Corey
Dillon hasnt rushed for 100 yards
during the four-game losing
streak, and Kitna has thrown two
touchdown passes and six interceptions over that span.
Pan of it familiarity. After the
first few games, opponents had a
better idea of what the Bengals
were trying to do under first-year
coordinator Bob Bratkowski.
They've adjusted; the Bengals
haven't.
If the slump goes on much
longer, the offense could be in for
a major change. General manager Mike Brown told The
Cincinnati Enquirer last week
that Akjli Smith will become the

with pretty good RPI's across the
board. Two years ago we didn't
have the luxury for various reasons. It's a pretty good challenge."
Other MAC schools have not
been so fortunate playing bigger
teams. Kent State did not have
the same fortunes upsetting
Kentucky as they did with
Indiana last year in the Big
Dance. The Wildcats ripped Kent
in Lexington 82-68. Last year's
MAC Player of the Year David
Webber and his Central
Michigan teammates fell to
Dayton and Oklahoma. Central
Michigan still received two votes
for the ESPN/USA Today Top 25
poll. The Chippewas join Ball
State as the only MAC schools
with votes.

Check us out...
www.BGNews.com

equipment, complete locker room
and shower facilities.)
Mon-Fri. 8-12, 1-4:30

BASKETBALL FROM PAGE 7

career highs from Stefanie
Wenzel. a sophomore, who
scored 23 points and nabbed
eight boards. The Falcons led by
19 at half-time, and held off a
pesky Mastodon squad to win
by 16. The Falcons held the visitors to just 35 percent shooting. The Falcons also used contributions from Griech, who
scored all 15 of her points in the
second half, and Kelly Kapferer,
who had 15 points of her own.
"Everyone needs to step up
without Francine, she's our best
player," Stefanie Wenzel said. "It
was my need to step up. and
when she's out, someone needs
to do it."
"BG's defense did a great job
of holding our shooters to a low
percentage," said IPFW coach
Bruce Patterson. "They pressed

us and really kept the pressure
up and forced us into bad
shots."
"I'm not sure we played as
good as we can (against
IPFW)," head coach Curt Miller
said. "I don't think we played a
40-minute game, and we need
to do that.
"Tonight's game is interesting. In 1998, Bowling Green and
Butler both played in the NIT,
and now both have fallen. Both
are searching for identity, and
that game will aLso be a big confidence booster, much like our
win 'Ihursday."
After tonight's game, the
Falcons play two straight at
home, against
Wisconsin-Milwaukee and
Wright State, before heading to
Miami over the holiday break.
Tonight's game at Butler is set
for 7 p.m.

Honest, Handmade Mexican Food

EL CAMINO REAL LTD
Free Chips & Salsa
W/Lunch or Dinner
Order.

10% off
with BG5U
Student/Faculty

I.D.

#1 Mexican Restaurant in Wood County
Hours:
Sun.-Thurs.
Fn.-Sot.

11-9
11-10

LET'S GO.

Consider a career as an Occupational Therapist!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hospital-based rehabilitation
School-based practice with children
Injury prevention at workplaces
Cognitive and psychiatric rehabilitation
Consultation in the community
Many other settings & innovative models

888.567.2318
www. RoadRunnerOhio. com

good through:
11/6/01 - 12/10/01

Put your Bachelors degree to good use!

Occupational therapists help people live fully Daily life is what "occupation" is all about:

Stop Waiting
on the Web!

Why study at the Medical College of
Ohio?
• High national ranking for quality
• Relatively low cost
• Small class size
• Nationally recognized faculty
• Excellent fieldwork opportunities
• Latest technology/Excellent resources
• Impressive success of MCO graduates

Looking for the perfect place to live next year?
Take a look in our direction...
We've tfot a great apartment for you!

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
(Apt. lOAvailable l/l)
839 Fourth St.
Am

Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
620 Third St.
702"7 E. Wooster
122l,!Frazce Ave
702'*Sixth St.
j

agement704" sixth st.
Applications for Fall of 2001 admission are being accepted now.

122

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

. Wooster
For information or to visit,
call 419-383-4429 or email mot@mco.edu.
Check out our web site for detailed information:
http://www.mco.edu/allh/ot/index.html

Medkal College of Ohk>

Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management1
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380
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Being a Falcon never felt so good
COLUMN. FROM PAGE 7
Seminoles in basketball and
was fortunate enough to meet
DickVitale, I realized the
O'Connell Center (UF's home
court) doesn't have anything
on "The House that Roars"
(ranked as the hardest place
to play in the MAC in several
sporting publications), or the
Sideline Squad.
And for that, I'm proud to
be a Falcon.
I had the pleasure of watch-

ing guys like McLeod, Len
Matela (before his famous
elbow pad) and Brent Klassen
from the freshmen year and
to see them get national
attention. Also, to have seen
them grow into dominate
basketball players makes me

happy.
And for those of you who
weren't around two years ago,
one of the coolest things I
have ever seen while covering
sports was watching McLeod
do an off-the-backboard,

reverse dunk in a BG win over
the Rockets at Toledo.
The Toledo fans didn't like
that too much, but I sure did.
To all the Falcons' athletic
teams, especially rugby and
other teams that don't get the
spotlight sometimes, you are
all awesome and make BG
that much better.
And for that, I'm proud to
be a Falcon.
Finally, to Dan Dakich, possibly the coolest coach and
person I have ever had the

Jordan injured

pleasure of working and
developing a friendship with,
Dicky V said he looks forward
to seeing you at The Big
Dance.

Pete Stella misses the
Bowling Green life, especially
the entertaining Dakich press
conferences, the party life, the
hot Ohio women and watching Dan Nied eat, which is
quite an amazing site in itself.
But never fear, he loves the
Florida experience.

JORDAN. FROM PAGE 7
schedule on Jordan's body
seemed the biggest obstacle in
his second comeback. He was
slowed by back spasms and two
cracked ribs as well as the knee
tendinitis in workouts to get in
shape over the summer. He has
also been playing with a sore
right wrist.
Nevertheless,
when
he
announced his return, he said he
planned to play all 82 regular
season games.

Instead, he made it through
the first 16 before having to take
this break. On the court, he has
been obviously slower than his
old self and no longer commands regular double-teams.
His jump shots have often been
flat and short — usually the
result of tired or injured legs.
Going into the season, he had
hoped to play about 32 minutes
per game, but the lack of support
from his teammates has forced
Collins to use him more. The
Wizards are 5-11.
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Travel

Personals

Personals

Wanted

Wanted

# 1 AbsoluteLowestSpringBreakPrice!
2)AwardWinningCustomerService!3)
FreeMealPlans4)CampusRepsTravelFree-EnoughReasons? 1 -800-3671252. springbreakdirect.com

A young Caucasian 30 yr. old couple seek to adopt newborn. Wilt be
full-time mom and devoted dad. Expenses paid. Call Jen and Cliff
1-800-301-8471.

1 Female subleaser needed to
share 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. Close
to campus! Available now. Call Jamie © (419) 308-0282

Subleaser needed lor 2 bdrm apt
across trom campus Fum. laundry
on site Large bdrm. $275 plus gas
Call Brittany 352-9747

■"Act Now! Guaranfee the besl
Spring Break Prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco. Florida & MardiGras. Reps
needed...Travel Free, EarnSSS
Group Discounts For 6+.
800-838-8203WWW leisuretours.com

ABXAE*rHKAMNOnerYSTZ
ATTENTION GREEKS

Fraternities ■ Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1.000-S2.000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com
at (888)923-3238, or visit
vvww.campuslunflraisef.corn

1 -2 rmtes. needed lor spring semester in Campbell Hill. Sublease-own
room Call Leighann at 352-2336

Subleaser needed lor Dec-Aug. lor
a 2 bdrm house.W/D included
$500/mo call Heather 3 (419)2333512 or Ryan (419)233-3085.

3rd rmte needed,
Own bdrm. Brand new house.
353-2448

Subleaser wanted. Large 1 bdrm,
close to campus. S300/mo plus
utilities. Columbia Courts Apts Call
Aaron 353-5862 or (419)494 6885.

Classified Ads •!
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Campus Events

• REMINDER-REMINDERClassitied Deadline
1 day prior to publication
by 2pm.
St 05 per line
$ 80 extra lor bold.
Place your ad @ 204 West Hall
•REMINDER-REMINDER-

FOR RENT!
If you are looking lor a
place to live next year,
Do Not Miss
The Off-Campus Housing Fair
TODAY, 2:30-5
101 Olscamp

FOR RENT!
Co-Sponsored by Hazel's
Off-Campus Student Center and
The BG News

Travel

• 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Ronda. Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

Spring Break Insanity! www.inlercampus.com or call 1-800-327-6013
Guaranteed Lowest Prices! Cancun,
Jamaica, Florida and Bahamas Party Cruise! Fifteen Years Experience!
Free Trips For Campus Reps!
Wanted I Spring Br—k««l Sun
Coast Vacations wants (o send you
on Spring Break to Cancun, the Bahamas, Jamaica, or Mazatlan FOR
FREE! To find out how, call 1-888777-4642 or e-mail
salesWsuncoastvacations.com.

Services Ottered

Responsible, energetic, creative college student to babysit in your
home. Available weekends and
some weekday nights. Relerences
available upon request. 'Will be
leaving town for the holidays. Please
call 353-3365. leave message lor
Meghan
Worned about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

«*»*--*/»"

p***

We have Greek letters lor your
personal ads! $1 per line of Greek
letters Stop in @ 204 West Hall
to place your ad.
ABXAE4>rHKAMNOne£YZ<PZ
AXI1 ALU Mil Mil AIM AZII
Congratulations to the fall 2001
pledge class on becoming new
brothers of Delta Sigma Pi! You
have all made us so proud! Brian
Boyd. Natasha Samaniego, Greg
Diepenbrock, Jeff Golf, Jenni
Young, Joe Schert, Kristin Lakomy,
James Huter, and Jamie Niekamp
» Your fellow Brothers
Footlocker
Get all your sports apparel and
athletic shoes here!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

FOR RENT!
It you are looking lor a
place to live next year,
Do Not Miss
The Oil-Campus Housing Fair
TODAY, 2:30-5
101 Olscamp.

Gifts from the Heart
Hand crafted items
Home decor gifts.
B.G. WOODLAND MALL
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Pi Beta Phi would like to congratulate Kornne DeNardy on her
pearling to Jeff Schroder.
NB»
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Spring Break-Nassau/Paradise Island. Cancun and Jamaica from
$459. Air, Hotel, Transfers. Parties
and More! Organize small groupearn FREE trips plus commissions!
Call 1-800-GET-SUN-1
The Gavel is now accepting applications lor writers/photographers and
designers to work on future issues.
To pick up an application stop by
Rm 202 West Hall.

Need 2 Dec graduation tickets.
Will pay money.
353-6422
Need graduation tickets
Will pay $
Please call 353-1795
NEED GRADUATION TICKETS!
Will pay S
373-0279, ask lor Andrew
Need graduation tickets.
Will pay top dollar.
Contact 352-3076
Sitter needed in our Perrysburg
home lor 1 1/2 yr. old boy beginning
Jan-June 8-4 M-F references required call 873-8398

1 F mite pre! senior or grad student to share a 3 bdrm condo. own
bdrm & full bath with garage &
laundry call 352-7594

Subleaser needed ASAP lor 2 bdrm
apt S200/mo ♦ utilities, rum Will
have own room.Close to campus
Until May 2002. Call Sarah @ 3547842

Subleaser wanted. Nice 1 bdrm in
graduate housing complex. Avail.
Jan. located on Napoleon Rd.
The Highlands. $425/mo.
Call David 354-7946.
Wanted 3 Dec graduation tickets
Will pay money
. 373-0020

Help Wanted

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
$6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 Shifts available
A Shift: 7.00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
B Shift: 10:00 am -1:00 p.m.
C Shift: 1:00 pm.-4:00 p.m.
Possibility ol working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid tor 3!
354-8802
354-8703

We're
more
THAN YOU THINK

HELP*'
WANTED

Extra graduation tickets needed
Will buy lor best oiler. Please call
354-5159 or 216-469-7136 Tony.

Wanted

FOR RENT!
Co-Sponsored by Hazel's
Off-Campus Student Center and
The BG News

5 extra graduation tickets needed.
Will pay.
Call 499-0116.

P Planned F&renthoocf

Got Questions?

We've Got Answers!

of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

FOR DINING SERVICES

NEW Walk-In Clinic Hours
Mondays from 2-7PM

AT BD WEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

No Appointment Necessary
Scheduled office hours:
Mondays 10am-2pm, Wednesdays 9am-5pm
Thursdays 12N-5PM

MHF 2001
When? Tuesday December 4, 2001
Where? BGSU Student Recreation Center
Time? 4 00pm-7:00pm
bponiond by >h« VWIrwn (.O"n.ction/6lude"t Health b.rv,c.i/J/^ Wfcll 1VJS:>|

Bowling Green Sute University Is an affirmative action/equal opportunity
educator and employer. 11/14

Plan ahead for SUMMER at
BOWUNG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY-

a

big part
PICTURE

SUMMER 2002 SCHEDULE
ON-LINE DECEMBER 3
at conted.bgsu.edu
• Select your classes-weekly
updates on the Web
• Check out summer dates, deadlines
and registration information
•

Register via Star beginning
February 11

Continuing Education,
International & Summer Programs
Bowling Green State University

419.372.9141
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Classified
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Help Wanted

2 House Assistants needed lor Spr.
Senv for the Aro house, includes
tree meal plan Stephanie 214-4406

Cla-Zel Theatre

Dinners
. for

Downtown BG » 353-1361
www.cla-zel.com

$

10

Life AS A

Starting at 4pm
Choose from:
•Ham
•Pol Roost

(k

•Spaghetti
•Chop Steak

HOUSE
R

1021 S. Main St.
352-0123

5:00 7:30 10:00

"HIGHLAND"
MANAGEMENT

130 E. Washington St. Bowling Green

*

*

*

Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

Duties include pickmg-up and
delivering jobs in and around Bowling Green and the BGSU campus;
general errands, and occasional
light cleaning. You'll be guaranteed
2 hrs. each workday even when you
work less time, additional hours will
be available as needs arise. Starting
pay is 57,50 per hour. Must have
own vehicle, valid driver's license,
and clean driving record. Stop by
Fast Company, 525 Ridge Street, to
complete an application. Bring your
spring semester class schedule
along too. No phone calls please.

1 Slice
2 Marine algae
3 Isolated
4 Unusual
5 out a living
6 Weapon
7 Sneak
8 World of scholarship
9 Night bird
10 Self
11 Threefold (comb form)
17 Sodium symbol
19 Complete

Earn extra cash tor Christmas. Local
office in Perrysburg filling positions
NOW m customer sales/service.
$14.15 base-appt's ; guaranteed
starting pay. Fun work environment
with other students. Work 10-40 hrs.
per wk. Co-ops/scholarships awarded, conditions exist. No telemarketing or door to door sales. No exp.
necessary, we train. Must have a
positive attitude & people skills. Call
Mon. through Fn. 9a to 5p. 419-8741327. www.semesterbreakwork.com

The Highlands- Graduate
housing. One bedroom. Laundry
facilities in building A/C. Quiet!

SALOON.

Jay-Mar Apts. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C. Gas heat.
Call 354-6036 for a showing
The Homestead - Graduate
Housing One and two bedroom.

HIRING
IMMEDIATELY!

A/C, on-site laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, dishwashers, skylights, vaulted ceilings. 354-6036

• WAITSTAFF
Applications are now
being taken at:

1 Equal
4 Corded fabrics
8 Assist
12 A lifetime
13 Related
14 Enclosure
15Male sheep
16 Intensifier of sound
18 Wash away
20 Tailless amphibian
21 At
22 Chop
23 Exude
27 Visualize
29 Girl (slang)
30 Give pleasure
31 Southern state (abbr)
32 Cat's sound
33 Expression of distaste
34 6th scale note
35 Lawful

Horizon Camps
Are you dynamic, compassionate,
motivated and looking for the
EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME? If
so, Horizon Camps is the place for
you! We are five OUTSTANDING
co-ed summer camps, seeking
AMAZING staff to work with INCREDIBLE kids, ages 7-15. Locations: NY, PA, ME, WV. All types Of
positions available! Salary, room,
board, laundry, travel
www.honzoncamps.com.
800-544-5448

Additional Sites to Choose from:
Liberty Street, The Farm,
Summit Hill

Lonestar
Findlay, OH
2411 Tiffin Ave.
419-429-7884

We'// lake care ot you Best price,
well maintained, privacy and deadbolt security, large apartments. 24hr Maintenance.

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

www.wcnet.org/-HighIand
hiRhland@wcnei.org
^/
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Need money for the holidays? Hiring
telephone interviewers. No sales. Interested m those avail, finals week
and starting back Jan. 7, Stop in for
app. at 325 E. Wooster, across from
Taco Bell.

37 Faintly lighted
38 Dreaming eye movement (abbr.)
39 Arabian prince
40 Encountered
41 Male pronoun
42 Angers
44 Sink
47 Ape another
51 Frozen water
52 Village in Ireland
53 Ireland (poetic)
54 Signal for help
55 Aquatic animal
56 Sleep
57 Explosive

Open Mic Night
18&0ver - No Cover Charge

1992 Olds Bravada 4x4, Black,
Leather int. Ready For Winter!
S5900.00 409-0167 ask for Dean.

1996 Saturn S12 purple 66k asking
$6,300. Call Kyla 353-5017.
'86 Audi 4000 CS. Special Edition
leather interior. CD player. Moon
roof 140K mi $1800 OBO. 3256427.
Bed - Queen pillow top. new, in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty. Retail $800. Sacrifice $199 Can
deliver. Call 419-392-7465.

Answers

Upstairs at:

Tuesday

For Sale

1995 Chrysler New Yorker. Great
cond, fully loaded .blue, beige leather interior, new tires, keyless entry,
vehicle Ihett.cruise & air SB.200
OBO. 352-0781.

104 S. Main • 353-0988
18 & Over

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

1998 Chevy Cavalier
2 dr. 58,000 miles, $6,000

" Room available starting now
$225 mo. including utilities
353-0325 10am-7pm

1 Large Room & Bath Efficiency
352-5822

(419)308-7796.
Bed full size pillow-top mattress set
New in plastic. Retail $599. Sell
$179. Call (419) 392-7465
OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
Prescription and non-prescription
Ray-ban. Gargoyles, and Serengetti
also available. John T. Archer & Associates. 1222 Ridgewood BG
352-2502
Sailboat & Trailer $400
IBftChysler Mutineer

2bidc&ue/i a A/ew- ^blmendion m Qoileae Ana/itment Jlialnci!

BRAND NEW APARTMENTS
"Washer and Dryer in each apt!
•Resort-style pool with Jacuzzi
'State ot art computer center
'Private bedrooms
Sterling University Enclave
353-5100

•■2002-2003 now signing leases for
houses, apts. and rooms. Will mail
listing or pick up at 316 E. Merry »3
24 hrs. ?"l call 353-0325 10am-7pm
1 room in 2 bdrm apt avail nght
now Apt. is on 8th St. S275 per
mo., nice kitchen w/dishwasher,
laundry facilities in the house, bus
station across the St. call Rebecca
352-0103

F needed to share large house. 5
bdroom, 3 1/2 bath. 3 decks, big
yard S375 includes utii 686-0433

FOR RENT!

2 & 3 bdrm. furn apt. w/ AC
Available Now
352-7454

If you are looking for a
place to live next year.
Do Not Miss
The Off-Campus Housing Fair
TODAY, 2:30-5
101 Olscamp

2 Subleasers 2nd semester and/or
summer. Close to campus Call 2701868 for more info.
233 W. Merry. 4 BR allows 4 unrelated people. $775/month. Available
Immediately. Call 354-2854

FOR RENT!

An efficiency N. Enterprise
$250 monthly avail, now
Please call 353-2946

SHERUNG UNIVERSITY
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Collegiate Residrnci

22 Rule
24 Greek M
25 Small island
26 Squad
27 Market
28 School type (abbr.) |
29 Semisdid material
30 Direct
32 Pertains to marriage
33 Able
36 Soldier (abbr)
37 Want
38 Fight off
40 Measure
41 Laugh sound
43 Egyptian sun god
44 Curved
45 Idol
46 Bird's home
47 Poss pronoun
48 _ West
49 Gershwin
50 Force

cross

Local childcare facility
now hiring part-time
352-2506.

354-6036

\^

Help Wanted
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353-5100

"

706 Napoleon
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.suhenclave.com
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Available Aug 15,2002
11 1/2 month lease. 686-4651.
3/4bdrm house 226 E Merry $1200
p/utilities. 3bdrm house 718 3rd St.
$800 p/utilities. 3/4 bdrm house
118 Clay St. $1200 p/utilities .
3 bdrm apart. 443 N. Enterprise
$600 p' utilities .1 bdrm apart 443
N. Enterprise $350 p/utilities
Efficiency 443 N. Enterpnse $300
p/utilities. 2 bdrm house 819 N.
Summit $500 p/utililies
.2 bdrm 112 ridge St. S450 p/utilit-

Co-Sponsored by Hazel's
Off-Campus Student Center and
The BG News
Houses & Apts. for 2002-2003
school year 1 to 4 person homes
available-12 mo. leases only Steve
Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710 No
calls after 8 pm-listing at 532
Manville.
Looking for subleaser for 1 bdrm apt
located in downtown BG. above local business. Call 352-6099.
Lower Duplex Available Dec 1st
Grad Students Preferred
352-5822

^

Room tor rent m private home for
serious minded students Full
privileges walking distance from
campus $350 per mo share
utilities 419-874-5713 after 5p.m.

C.A.P. FORUM

♦ FREE full size washer and dryer in
every apartment
♦ Private bedrooms with individual leases
♦ 24 hour emergency maintenance
♦ Brand new apartments
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub
♦ Furnished apartments available
♦ Fitness center with cardiovascular and
free weights

•Wednesday, Dec.5th
•3:00-3:30pm
•BA 1001
Topic ol Conversation:

Roommate needed, M or F to share
house block off campus on Williams
St Would share house with twin
brothers Rent $200/mo plus 1/3
utilities. Call 352-5496 or email
danbell8wcnet.org.

"Equal
Representation

SPRING SEMESTER
SUBLEASES AVAILABLE

BGSU
Students"
Johnathon Bragg,
-USG President

Several Efficiencies
1 or 2 BR apts.

w« answer queslmns

Call
John Newlove Real Estate, Inc.

For info, contact Oerek H O 4-3446

354-2260

♦ State of-the Art computer center
♦ Free resident parking

ri ea COUPON

♦ All new appliances including microwave

■
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Add 2 cans ot pop (or 75c
'Fajda chick»n-2 ilems
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And we'll mn

BGSU

$50 OFF

Voted Best Pizza '93 -

Sterling
_ University
/'Enclave

"94 - '95 - '96 - 97 - 98 '99 - 00 - 01

I
I

twf 3 Ml MM ROM MM

Good U participating location*
Open at 4pm Weekday*
Lurtcn Friday. Saturday. A Sunday
■ Coupon
Free Dei'vpry
l.p-es
s*~S.
3S2-S1M
203 H Mam B G

T06 Nipnkoo Road

Your deposit
u tilt this coupon
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Tuesday, December 4,2001
2:30-5:00 p.m.
101 Olscamp Hall

sponsored by
Hazel's Off-Campus
Student Center
and The BG News

See Us On-line jbiproperties.com

FALL 2002 LEASING
IS IN FULL SWING!

JBJ Properties
1064 N. Main PMB #408 - Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

(866) 868-1587
606 East Wooster
2 Bedroom Duplex Aeons street

Only 12
Units Left.
View Our Properties On-line
'jbjproperties.com]

|

*o"
gam
228 South College

Large 14 2 Bedroom unite avail
Prrvale entrance. Com laundry
Secluded. *itti otT-Mreel parting

222 South College
Large Efficiency unit available
Private entrance Com laundry
Secluded with off-street parking

606 V, East Wooster
2 Bedroom Duplo" Accost street
tram Campus

ALL Units...
234 South College
2 Bedroom house Ofl-stfeel
parking. Urge yard

234 V, South College
2 Bedroom duplex Large yard
Oil-street parking

SECLUDED, QUIET, & CLEAN
With...
OFF-STREET PARKING
And... DEPENDABLE
ON-SITE MANAGEMENT
9 or 12 Month Lease Available
On R»m.iininri Proper*'"'

11718 Sugar Ridge
3 Bedroom Townhouse • Very large1
Lots of yard. Garage. Dishwasher
Only 2 miles north of town

230 South College
2 Bedroom house Off-street
parking, large yard

See Us On-line ibjproperties.com

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

GREENBRIAR, INC.
•
•
•
•

Mercer
Frazee
Field Manor
Campbell Hill

*Ok

Columbia Courts
Ridge Manor
Merry St.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717

Hours:
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Bowling Green, Oh
Saturday 9am-1pm
43402
www.wcnet.org/-gbrental

1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apts. Available.
Many locations!
SEE YOU AT THE OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING FAIR
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 4TH!

W™—■•"■■, '■ '>.
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Indian Rivers Apts.
702 4th St.

Spacious 2 Bedroom Townhouse |

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES • ONLY TWO BEDROOM APTS. AVAIL.

Taking Applications Now!

"A NICE PLACE TO LIVE"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
419-354-3533
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

EHBB,
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'Today's student wants more room, more
privacy."

Housing Fair 2001 Participants

ROBERT MAURER. GREENBRIAR,

Students want
more luxury
apartments
by Came Hooks
IHf BG NEWS

If you're looking for a house or an
apartment with all (he trimmings
and you don't mind spending extra
to get it, you're not alone. Robert
Maurer, owner of Greenbriar Inc.,
found most studenls want more
than the basics.
"Today's student wants more
room, more privacy," Maurer said.
Me also said studenls also want
other extras like microwaves and
garages.
lunior Angie Tancv is one of those
students.
"Because I've shared a room for
the past three years, I want my own
room next year," she said. She is also
looking for a clean place with air
conditioning and a dishwasher.
Maurer attributed the increase in
demand for more upscale student
housing to fatter student wallets.
"Twenty or 30 years ago, people
I were lucky lo have a couple of shirts
and a few pairs of panls," he said,
adding thai they now have more

money to spend on comfort.
•
Steve Green, owner of Mecca
Management Inc., has also noticed a
rising student interest in more luxurious living quartern
"Kids want everything Ihey have
Ed Mom and Dad's house," he said,
listing air conditioning and ample
parking as high priorities for many
student tenets.
Green has seen the increase in the
number of cars in Lot 6 as proof of
higher standards of living for students, recollecting that when he
attended the University in the 1980s
there were significantly fewer rows.
Barbara limes, Coordinator of the
Off-Campus Student Center located
in the basement of Moseley hall, has
found smdents moving off campus
want more space than they have in
the dorms. Since fall semester 1997,
overall enrollment has increased
from 15,000 to 16,546 in fall 2001,
but residence hall occupancy has

Carty Rentals

Preferred Properties

(Buckeye Budget and Shamrock Village)

Greenbriar, Inc.

Sterling University Enclave

Highland Industries

University Court & Village

BJ Properties

Varsity Square

John Newlove Rentals

Village Green

KDZ Corp

Winthrop Terrace

K & K Properties
L & G Rentals

Student Legal Services (campus)

Mecca Management

Wood County Solid Waste Dept.

Mid Am Management

Office of Residence Life (campus)

(Ashdon & Indian River Apts.)

Housing Commission (city of BG)

Newlove Management

Fire Dept. of BG

Newman Housing
(St Thomas More)

Wood County Health Dept.

Looking for the perfect place to live next year?
Take a look in our direction...
We've got a great apartment for you!

1UXURY, PAGE 9

Mid Am Manor

VARSITY SQUARE APTS.
1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apts.
From Only $445
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kit hen
Small Pets Welcome

353-7715

S & V Rentals

641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
620 Third St.
122
702
704
812

Frazee Ave.
Sixth St.
Sixth St.
E. Wooster

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton
■r-

Call or stop by our office today!

-

M

Mid Am Management - 641 Third #4 BG - 352-4380

■nagrment

BG NEWS
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SLS offers apt. help for students
bylashaSteimer
THE BG NEWS

For students, living in an apartment can be a great experience or a
nightmare. There are a number of
services available to students looking for that first apartmentThe
Off-Campus
Housing
Services, a part of the Hazel H. Smith
Off-Campus Student Center in
Moseley Hall, has a list of registered

rental agencies that students can
pick up.
A listing of rentals available
through private individuals can also
be found there according to Barbara
Limes, coordinator for the OffCampus Student Center.
"The listings are updated weekly,"
I .lines said.
Realtors are not the only ones with
announcements
available at

Moseley Hall.
Students who are looking for
housing, roommates or subleasers
can fill out a form at no charge and
have their notice placed in the OffCampus Student Center's listings.
Campus and city maps, maintenance check sheets and utility information such as phone or gas
hookup are also available.
If students have any questions or

want additional information Limes
said, they can check the offices website at www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/offcampus.
Students who have looked at
apartments and are near a decision
can stop by Student Legal Services
for assistance.
Rodney Fleming, managing attorney for Student legal Services, recommends students to visit SLS while

looking for housing and before signing a lease.
"We handle these things (landlord-tenant matters) every day,"
Fleming said.
Fleming suggests that students
look at a number of rentals before
making a final decision.
"Students should shop around
SLS, PAGE 10

There's Always Something
New In The Classifieds!!!

Us On Your
Christmas List!
sA*r
One Bedroom Apartments:
•320 Elm
•109 N. Main #H
•114 S. Main

-117 N. Main
•224"2Troup
»128 W. Wooster

Ashdon Apts.
850 Scott Hamilton
Large Contemporary 2 BR Apts.
•Furnished, air conditioned
•Quiet building-only 4 units
•2 blocks from the center of campus
•Laundry facilities, personally managed
•Seperate lockable storage area

$i75/month per person for 4
occupants + electric

Two Bedroom Apts, Duplexes & Houses:
•320 Elm
•801-803 Fifth
•311, 315"2 & 319 S. Main
•507 & 525 E. Merry
•824 & 843 Sixth

»709
«309
-109
-520
»224

Fifth
High
N. Main #G
E. Reed
Troup-house^

Three Bedroom Apts. & Houses:
•330
•433
•523
•937

N. Church
& 441 N. Enterprise-house
N. Enterprise-house
Scott Hamilton-house

«338 N. Church-house"'
«532 Elm
«315 & 317 S. Main
• 1002 E. Wooster-house

Stop In and See Us,
The Housing Fair For Our
Complete Rental Brochure

NEWIWE

Also available is our Graduate and
Professional Listing.

352 5620
332 S. Main (our only office)
www.ncwloverealtv.com/nrentals

Rentals

836 Scott Hamilton
Modern Brick Duplex with
private entrances
•2 blocks from the center of campus JSJ
•Ceiling fans throughout
•Large kitchens

$2io/month per person for 3
occupants + utilities
Call Jan
352-1104
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Students have
several ways
to sublease
by Sarah Casto
THE

8G NEWS

You live in an apartment off campus that you absolutely love. Spring
semester is almost here, and May is
close behind. Your lease, however,
isn't up until August. What do you
do?
You could go ahead and move
out, but you can't afford to live at
home and continue to pay your
apartment's rent. You know you'll
be back in the fall, but upon returning you'll have to look for somewhere else to live On the other
hand, you don't want to stay in
Bowling Green all summer.
The answer is simple; sublease
your apartment. You, the sublessor,
can find someone who is looking
for a place to stay over the summer,
the sublessee, and agree to sell your
rights to lease your apartment.
"A lease is the right to use or
occupy a living space in exchange
for money," said Rodney Fleming,
the managing attorney at Student

Legal Services. "When you sublease,
you are selling your right to someone else to use your lease."
"There are a number of ways to
sublease," Fleming said. A student
looking to sublease an apartment
can visit the Off-Campus Student
Center in Moseley Hall to find information about subletting and to
check a list of people waiting for a
sublessor, he said.
Students can also place ads in
The Sentinel Tribune and The BG
News seeking sublessors, and watch
the papers for people searching for
subletting opportunities, as well as
talk to friends and acquaintances
who might be staying on campus
for the summer.
"Placing flyers on the kiosks
around campus is also a good idea,"
Fleming said.
Once an agreement to sublease is
made, the parties involved must
draw up a contract similar to the

Student LeaaI Seruices
Your Lauifirm on Campus for Landlord/Tenant matters
Disputes Involving:
• Repair Actions
• Evictions
• Late Security Deposit Refunds]
• Unfair Damage Assesments
• Lease Review

To Schedule an Appointment
Call 372-2951
Located in 401 South Hall
REPRESENTATION ▼ ADVICE ▼ EDUCATION

WANTED
^Housing Fiair Special

SUBLEASING, PAGE 8

\he />e^e^i$bmxx\a\e
INTERESTED
IN MOVINt.
OFT CAMPUS

ROOMMATE
NOT WORKING"

COME JOIN
OUR COMMUNITY!

OUT?

St. Thomas More University Parish

NEWMAN HOUSING
Rates:
• Double: $900/Semester

Find your ideal subleaser!
Run an ad in the
"Wanted" section of the
BG News Classifieds.
Only $1.05 per line,
$3.15 minimum.
Deadline 1 day prior
by 3:00.

• Single: $1700/Semester
Located on Thurstln Avc. across from MacDonald Hall
Free Cable/Utllllles Included
Free Parking across from Offenhauer Towers
Onslte Kitchen and Laundry Facilities
Semester Leases (Fall and Spring)
Sorry No Pets/No Smoking
Contact: Andraa Laux at 352-7555
andraaOPsttoms.com

372-6977 • 204 West Hall

rfW

ampus Housing
ASHTON /INDIAN
RIVER APARTMENTS
Over 25 yrs of business.
They offer large modern furnished spacious living units
ranging in price from $630$925 with 10 and 12 month
leases. They hope to see
you soon!! 352-1104.

Carty Rentals can accommodate them. All their properties
are located close to campus in
relatively quiet neighborhoods.
Carty Rentals Suggests that
students look at the market for
rentals and begin their search
early. Give Carty Rentals a call
at 353-0325.

FROBOSE
RENTALS

BOWLING GREEN
VILLAGE
300 E. Napoleon Rd„ has been
in business since 1968.They
offer one bedroom apartments
for $465 and two bedrooms for
$555.They are located 8 blocks
from campus and allow kittens.
Contact the office at 352-6335
for more information.

CARTY
RENTALS
located at 316 E. Merry St., #3,
has been in business for 35
years. John and Madonna Carty
feature furnished houses,
apartments, efficiencies and
rooming houses. Prices are
affordable, ranging from $150
to $390 per person per month.
Whether students are looking
for 9,10,12 or 15 month leases,

Over 30 well-maintained or
brand new houses very
close to campus. Contact
Frobose Rentals at 3529392 for rental information.

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT, INC.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

is located at 130 E.Washington
and has been in business for 15
years. Highland offers both furnished and unfurnished houses
and apartments.Their properties are competitively priced
from $425 a month, and they
offer a standard 12 month
lease.They keep their properties well maintained and
respond to any problems within
24 hours. Highland specializes
in graduate student housing.
Students looking for a quiet
place with cordial management
should give Highland
Management a call at 354-6036.

located at 319. E. Wooster, has
been in operation for 25 years.
They feature over 900 rental
units including houses and
apartments, both furnished
and unfurnished, at reasonable
prices from $270 and up. John
Newlove Real Estate offers academic year, full year, and summer leases.They pride themselves on their high level of
maintenance. John Newlove
Real Estate would like the
opportunity to help students
find a suitable place for the
best possible price. Call John
Newlove Real Estate at 3542260.

GREENBRIAR,
INC.
located at 224. E. Wooster, has
been in business since 1966.
Greenbriar features both furnished and unfurnished houses, apartments, efficiencies and
town houses for student
renters. Prices range from $250
per month to $ 1500 per
month. Greenbriar offers two
types of leases, semester or
academic year. Many of their
units are located close to campus for the students'convenience. Greenbriar suggests
that students take their time
when searching for a place to
live and to make sure that what
they choose is right for them.
Give Greenbriar, Inc. a call at
352-0717.

JBJ PROPERTIES

MECCA
MANAGEMENT, INC.

Is family owned and operated
with over 40 units to choose
from including duplexes, one
and two bedroom apartments,
efficiency, and houses. Prices
range from $375-$900 and
many units include free heat. 9
1 /2 and 12 month leases are
available on most properties
and may allow pets. You'll deal
directly with the owners, no
management people to hassle
with. Give us a try, you'll be
glad you did. 419-868-1587.

is located at 1045 N. Main
Street next to Marco's Pizza.
Mecca features hundreds of
apartments from very economical efficiencies starting at $250
per month to the newest,
largest townhouses starting at
$975 per month. Mecca has
what you are looking for and if
not, their friendly staff will be
glad to refer you to other student friendly offices. Mecca
always has updated apartment
lists at their office and for your
convenience, you may find
helpful information and pictures of their properties at:
www.wcnet.org/~mecca/ Once

you decide to live in a Mecca
property, you'll be reassured to
know that they have four fulltime maintenance personnel
on staff ready to handle any of
your maintenance requests.
Mecca Management looks forward to helping you in your
apartment search.We will be
open during spring semester
on Saturdays from 10-1 starting January 19. Mecca
Management may be contacted at 353-5800.

MID AM
MANAGEMENT
located at 641 Third Street., »4,
has been operating for 20
years. They feature both furnished and unfurnished apartments and duplexes at reasonable prices ranging from $350
to $725 per month. Mid Am
Management offers both 9 and
12 month leases, as well as
leases for summer term.They
keep their properties well serviced, and treat students with
respect. Give Mid Am
Management a call at 3524380.

NEWLOVE REALTY
RENTALS, INC.
located at 332 S. Main St.. has
been family owned and operated for 38 years. They feature
both furnished and unfurnished condos, houses, apart-

ments and duplexes. Prices are
reasonable, ranging from $295
to $900 per month. They offer
9-1/2 month or 12 month leases. Newlove's properties are
very well maintained and pets
are permitted at certain locations.They still have properties
available and would be glad to
help students find suitable
housing. Give Newlove Realty
Rentals a call at 352-5620 or email them at:
newlo1@dacor.net

OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING OFFICE
is located in Moseley Hall
(inside the Off-Campus Student
Center). Rental property listings, rooms for rent in homes,
list of available subleases,
roommates needed, and students seeking rooms to rent.
No charge for services provided. Open to anyone. Call 3722458.

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES
located at 530 S. Maple St., has
been in business for 34 years.
Both apartments and houses
are offered ranging in price
from$285-$725with9or12
month leases and furnished or
unfurnished. Preferred
Properties offers a wide range

of prices to meet the specific
need of each person. One of
the special features Preferred
Properties has to offer is a
membership to the
Cherrywood Health Spa with
an indoor swimming pool,
exercise equipment and
saunas, etc. All the properties
are energy efficient with security lighting, laundry rooms,
secure locks and ample parking. So, if you are looking for a
quality living environment call
Preferred Properties at 352-9378.

STERLING UNIVERSITY
ENCLAVE
Located at 706 Napoleon
Road, features a new residential community like no
other in the area. The community features a fitness
center, computer lab,
resort-style pool with hot
tub and a game room in the
clubhouse. We have 120
four-bedroom units. Each
unit has private bedrooms,
washer & dryer, patios or
balconies, pantry,
microwave, dishwasher and
disposals. In addition furnished apartments are
available. Sterling provides
friendly, professional on-site
management and 24-hour
emergency maintenance.
We lease individually by the
bedroom for 12 month leases. Discover a new dimension in College Apartment
Living! Call 353-5100 Today
because we are filling up
for next year! www.suhenclave.com. Emaihsterlingenclave® suhenclave.com.

ST. THOMAS MORE
NEWMAN HOUSING

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE & COURTS

is located at 433 Thurstin Ave.
and has been operating for 33
years. They feature furnished
suites and rooms along with a
community kitchen. Prices are
reasonable at $900 per
semester; all utilities and cable
included. Students have their
choice of a semester or a 9-1 /2
month lease. St.Thomas More's
rooms are geared more
towards students moving offcampus for the first time. They
are located across the street
from campus and yet they are
very quiet. Rooms are well
maintained and repairs made
promptly.Contact Andrea Laux
at 352-7555.

located at 1520Clough St. has
been in business about 30
years. Apartments are the only
properties featured with 9 and
12 month or summer leases.
The prices start at $475.
University Courts & Village is
conveniently located to BGSU,
restaurants and 1-75, and is a
very well known renter in the
area. They hope you come out
and visit or call at 352-0164.

is located on campus in 401
South Hall and provides free
legal advice to students who
have paid the legal service fee
at the start of each semester.
Professional consultation and
representation including: lanlord-tenant disputes, lease
reviews, etc. Free notary service
also available. Call 372-2951.

480 Lehman, offers affordable
apartments anywhere from
$360-$70O. They offer 8-1/2
month, summer, and year leases. Living at this "Home Away
from Home" you will receive
the benefits of a pool, picnic
area, club house with pool
tables, and a volleyball area.
You can contact Village Green
at 354-3533.

WINTHROP
TERRACE
APARTMENTS

VARSITY SQUARE
APARTMENTS

STUDENT LEGAL
SERVICES

VILLAGE
GREEN

located at 1097 Varsity East, has
been in business over 26 years.
Located 2-1/2 miles from campus, they cater more towards
graduate students.They offer
apartments ranging in price
from $435-5630 with 9 and 12
month leases. All apartments
are single story and the appliances have all been upgraded
recently. Varsity Square
Apartments can be reached at
353-7715.

400 Napoleon, has been in
business for over 30 years.They
offer apartments from $415$560 with 3,9,or 12 month
leases. Living at Winthrop
Terrace you will be provided
with a shuttle to campus, a
swimming pool, and excellent
maintenance service. Students
are well-liked and cared about
at Winthrop Terrace. They hope
to see you at the housing fair
or you can talk with them by
calling
352-9135.

Fair Is Today
Dont Miss It!
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Homestore.com offers
apartment hunting tips
Homeslore.com has put together
a list of "Apartment I hinting Tips"
for individuals to make the search
for a place to live a little less painful.
Before You Set Out
1. Make a shopping list. Are you
looking for hardwood floors, dishwasher, washer/dryer, fireplace,
etc? You may not find everything
but it does not hurt to set priorities.
2. Be prepared! Collect some
information to present to landlords/leasing agents - they'll probably ask for it, anyway. This should
include credit check, resume and
pay stubs/ tax returns.
3. Cover the bases. Many landlords will want to verify your references. Phone ahead to alert possible references, including your former landlord, that they may receive
a call.
During the Search:

4. Try to see the units in the daytime. You'll want to know how
much natural light an apartment
gets. It's helpful to sec what shape
the place is in and whether more
work is needed to make it habitable.
5. Do a careful walk-through of
any unit you're serious about. The
best time to ask about repairs and
improvements is before you commit. Attach a list of any damage to
the lease, and have it initialed by
your landlord so you're not held
responsible later.
6. Some questions to ask; How's
the water pressure? How many
electrical outlets and where are they
placed? How big is the water heater?
Is there enough closet space or will
you need extra storage?
7. Meet the neighbors! Will you
live above or below someone; do
you share walls? Knock on doors
and introduce yourself. Find out if

neighbors are friendly, how they feel
about noise and what they like
about the neighborhood.
8. Take measurements of your
larger furnishings (and take along a
tape measure) to see how your
things will fit or what things you'll
need to buy.
9. Visit as many places as you can.
so you'll have a good idea of what
your money buys. Be prepared to
act quickly when you find something you like!
After YouVe Found It
10. Read your lease thoroughly
and make sure you understand it.
Don't be afraid to ask! For example;
What utilities are you responsible
for? Are pets allowed? How is the
television reception? Will you need
cable? Is there reference to existing
wear or damage or a penalty for
breaking the lease?
-Compiled by Taslia Sleinier

Subleasing may
cost tennants
SUBLEASING, FROM PAGE 5

lease between the tenant and
landlord.
The difference between a lease
and a subletting agreement is that
the original tenant and sublessee
may include "any terms they
mutually agree upon," said Anna
Harold of Village Green
Apartments.
"Some apartments charge a $50
sublease fee," Harold said.
"Depending on where you live,
your landlord may charge a fee for
paperwork, or he might take care
of all of it, or even let you handle
(the entire process)," Fleming said.
The terms of the sublease may
include furnishings, a negotiated
cost of rent between the involved
parties, which party will be

•a.

Winthrop Terrace
Apartments
-Taking Applications Now•Furnished & Unfurnished
•Free Heat & Water
•Laundromats
•l & 2 B.R. Apts.
•l & 2 Full Baths
•24 hr. Maintenance

"THIS IS A TERRIFIC PLACE TO LIVE 55

.

responsible for any sublease fee,
and a clause which assures that
the sublessee will claim responsibility to any damage done to the
apartment.
"Include whatever is important
to you as a subletten you are free
to place it into a contract," Fleming
said.
If there are several roommates,
they must also be willing to enter
into the contract. It is against the
standard lease agreement to force
a person into a subleasing contract.
If you might be considering
subletting, you can stop by
Student Legal Services in South
Hall for information about subletting and a sample subletting contract.

tn
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X Did you know...
* 4U
Jg The average human produces 2,500 ;•;
V- quarts ofspit in a lifetime, enough *•*•
;?;
to fill two swimming pools
•£

\\ hy settle for an Apartment?
Live in a HOUSE
close In rumpus!
May & August Leases Available
Call 352-9392
for current listing
These houses won't last long
Call TODAY!

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION:
419-352-9135
400 Napoleon Road • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

FROBOSE RENTALS
Ig MHHII-I

• itc • :j5■_• ->i i_• <>
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Price factor for housing choice
LUXURY, FROM PAGE 3

WHAT STUDENTS WANT

dropped from 8,060 in the fall of
1988 to 6,851 in 2000.
"The top priority is they want
their own rooms," limes said.
Limes also said students' desire
for more freedom also prompts
them to leave the dorms. The
University requires students to live
on campus for four semesters or
until they accumulate 60 earned
academic hours.
"You're your own boss," she said,
"Students live on campus for a year,
and some don't even need that
long, just want to get out of that
scene."
But even if they demand more

• Privacy
• Air conditioning
• Dishwasher

• Freedom
• Proximity to campus

extras, for many, price is still the
main factor.
Limes, who has managed the
center and Off-Campus Housing
Office since 1993, said students also
move off campus because they

can't afford to live in the dorms
and buy the required meal plan.
Many students like lenna
Comer, want to get the most for
their rent money.
"Cost. Cheap. It has to be
cheap," she said. Comer also is
looking for a furnished place
where she can have her own room
and is close proximity to campus.
Sophomore Emily Pohl is also
concerned with price and said
location is another big factor she
considers.
"I look for location, and being as
I'm a college student, how cheap it
is," she said. "I probably wouldn't
rent an apartment that didn't have
access to the shuttle bus."

Living alone
vs. roommate
About.com offers people looking
for roommates. Here is what they
have to say about deciding to live
with someone.
Do you want or need to live with
a roommate? What are the pros and
cons of having a roommate? What
should you consider when looking
for a roommate? And what issues
should you get settled before you
move in?
The Pros of Roommates

It's often cheaper as costs (rent,
utilities, food) are split; household
chores are a shared responsibility
and you can often afford a bigger
apartment with more living space if
you split the costs.
A roommate can assuage loneliness
The Cons of Roommates
A perceived (if not real) lack of
ROOMMATES, PAGE 10

BGSU OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING OFFICE REGISTERED RENTAL AGENCIES
A & 7, Enterprise
Swan Park Apartments
1231 Brookvicw Drive
Toledo, OH 43615
382-2546

Village or Hampshire Heights \ pi..
3151 Middlesex Road Near Univ. of
Toledo
Toledo, OH 43607
1-535-7807

James Apartments
3069 Sugar Ridge Road
Pcmberville. OH 43450
James/Lois Alexander. Owners/Mgr.
287-3896 (Local from BG)

Mid Am Management
641 3rd Si. #4
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Matt Rasor. Mgr.
352-4380

111mi Rentals
Bill & Rcncc' Trout
800 Jackson St.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
354-2500

Bateson. James I..
14103 Campbell Hill Rd.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
354-0914

File Rentals
327 W. Wooster St.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
354-8206

Bishop Properties
Jacob Bishop & Thomas Baer
1450 E. Wooster Si. Suite 401
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-0135

John Newlove Real Kstate
319 E Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Oh 43402
John. Denise. Dawn. Mgrs.
354-2260

1' i■ciln.se Rentals
919 Melrose
Bowling Green, Oh 43402
John Frobosc. Mgr.
352-9392

Newlove Management Services, Inc.
382 S. Main Street
Bowling Green. Oh 43402
Mary Newlove Noll. Mgr.
352-5620 www.newloverealty.com

Bowling Green Village Apartments
Sarah Drum. Mgr
300 E Napoleon Rd
Bowline Green, OH 43402
352-6335

L&G Rentals
Lucy & Greg Hoverson. Owners
310 N. Summit St.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
354-9740

Preferred Properties
530 S Maple Street
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Marilyn Valentine & Vicky Adler. Mgrs.
352-9378

University Courts
1520 Clough Street- Office
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Micki Hilt. Mgr.
352-0164
University Village
1520 Clough Street - Office
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Micki Hill. Mgr.
352-0164

Gillespie, Mrs. Joan
422 w. Wooster Street
Bowling Green. OH 43402
353-2715

K & K Properties
218 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-9371

S & L Properties
1501 Cedar Lane
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Kurt Lahey and Jeff Smith. Mgrs
352-6317 (H) 353-8611 (W)

Brandon Manor Apartments
7451 Lunitas Lane (Near 795 & 1 75)
Perrysburg. OH 43551
Carol Green. Mgr.
1-661-9642
The Buckeye Inn and Studios
1740 E Wooster Street
Bowling Green. Oh 43402
Tim Carty. Mgr
3521520
354-3182
Carty Rentals
John Carty, Mgr/ Mrs Ed Cany
316 E Merry St. #3
Bowling Green. OH 43402
353-0325 353-7365
Double D Rentals
Devin and Sheme Daulcrman
14730 Cuckle Creek
Bowling Green. OH 43402
353-0326
Equity Residential Properties
University Park Apanments
1517 Secor Road - Near Univ of Toledo
Toledo. OH 43607
1-536-8907

Greenbriar, Inc.
224 E. Wooster Street
Bowling Green. Oh 43402
Pat Maurer. Mgr
352-0717

KHI.tie. Thomas & Evelyn
149 S. Grove Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-8678
372-2658

Heathergate Apartments
Concorde Management Co.
2450 Heathergate Bldg.
Toledo, OH 43614
1-(419) 389-0555

Kisselle, C. Thomas
16010 W.Poe Road
Bowling Green. OH 43402
353-1731

Highland Industries, lac
130 E Washington St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
354-6036

Lamplight Court Apt..
995 S. Main St., » 4
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Tracy Schooner. Mgr
353-7666

Ivywood Apartments, 1 i.
1556 Clough Street. # 23
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Tammy Russell. Mgr.
352-7691

Marten, Dennis
121 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-3445

JBJ Properties
6418 Scarsdalc
Maumee.OH 43537
I-(4I9) 868-3035

Mecca Apartments, Inc.
1045 North Main St.. Box 1167
Bowling Green, OH 43402
353-5800
hllp://www.wcnet org/-mecca/

S & V Rentals
500 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Oh 43402
Bill Violet, Mgr
352-7454
Sterling University Enclave
706 Napoleon Road- Clubhouse
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Jason Lewis, Mgr.
353-5100
www.stcrlingenclavc@suhenclavc.com
(St. Thomas More) Newman Housing
433 Thurslin Avenue
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Sarah and Andy Strand
353-9164
Sycamore Square Apartments
505 Lehman Avenue - # 5
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Mr. andMrs. Gearharl. Owners/Mgr.
353-3295

Village Green Apartments
480 Lehman Avenue
Anna Harold, Mgr.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
354-3533
Varsity Square Apartments
Gypsy Lane Road. East
1097 Varsity East
Lee Barkhau, Mgr.
Bowling Green. Oh 43402
353-7715
Winlhrop Terrace Apartments
400 E Napoleon Road
Bowling Green, Oh 43402
Robert Sprall. Mgr.
352-9135
Whitehurst Company
Perry Lake Village (1-75 and U.S. 20)
26741 LakcVuc
Perrysburg. OH 43551
Sandy Perz. Mgr.
1-419-874-7274
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SLS reviews student leases
LEGAL ISSUES
LEASE: Student Legal Services
offers standard leases although a
landlord's lease may deviate from
this.
PHOTOGRAPHS: Take pictures or
video tape when you move in and
when you move out.
REPAIRS: Landlord repair responsibilities should be written in the
lease contract

Management Inc.
2002/2003 LISTING
Signing Leases NOW

SLS, FROM PAGE 4

and get a feel for the market,"
Fleming said.
Fleming also encourages students to bring a lease to SLS for
review before signing. Some leases are written in favor of the landlord.
A standard lease is available
through SLS that Fleming said is
fair to both the lessor and lessee.
Realtors using a different lease
should be scrutinized by the student.
Any verbal promises that the
landlord makes to the student
about repairs or redecorating can
not be enforced, Fleming also
said. Promises should be written
into the lease contract if students
want to ensure that those repairs
occur.
After students sign a lease, they
should take steps to ensure that
they will not be wrongfully

charged for damages to the property.
"When they first move in, students should gather evidence,"
Fleming said. He suggests when
students first move into a house or
apartment, they walk around with
a video camera, opening doors to
closets and peeking into the
refrigerator. Students should also
do this when moving out.
Having visual documentation
of the property's co.ndition will
prevent students from being
charged for damages that
occurred before their arrival. If
students cannot get a video camera, photographs will also work.
Fleming said that some of the
more frequent problems that students come to SLS for deal with
repairs that have not been done in
a reasonable time, security
deposits that have been withheld,
and other charges to students that
they believed were unfair.

Management Inc.

Hillsdale Vpis.
1082 Fairview
•1& 2 Bdrm. Apis.
•3 Bdrm Townhouscs
•Dishwasher
•Air condition

•Car Ports (Some)
•Garbage Disposal
•Washer/dryer hook-up in 2/3 Bdrm
•Starts at $390 + Utilities

/(JEfcCA
Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apt.
710 N. Enterprise St.
•I & 2 Bdrm
•Air Condition
•Dishwasher
•Garbage Disposal
•Washer/dryer in 2 Bdrm
•Starts at $410/Mo + Utilities

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt.
215 E. Poe
•Efficienccs & Large I Bdrms.
•Laundry on site
•Starts at $250
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/~mecca

Apartments
have benefits
KURTIS
KINZEL
Opinion editor
I love living off campus. I really
da
Despite it's drawbacks, living off
campus has some major benefits.
Living off campus isn't for everyone, however. You have to be up to
the challenge of running a household on your own (cooking clean-

MANAGEMENT

I

130 E Washington St. Bowling Green

354-6036
The Highlands- Graduate
housing One bedroom Laundry
•acuities in building. A/C, Quiet!
Jay-Mar Apts. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building. A/C. Gas heat,
Call 354-6036 tor a showing.

SMILE...
'■;

The Homestead - Graduate
Housing One and two bedroom,
A/C, on-site laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, dishwashers, skylights, vaulted ceilings. 354-6036

Someone is
watching you...

mmmMs

Additional Sites to Choose Irom:
Liberty Street, The Farm,

Large & Small Houses
Still Available.
211 E. Reed St 3 Bedroom for 5
- 6 students

Summit Hill

321 E. Merry #A. For 8 Students

We'll lake care ol you. Best price,

729 4th St 4 Bdrm, A/C, W/D

well maintained, privacy and deadboll secunty. large apartments. 24hr Maintenance

Stop by for MORE

HIGHLAND

Listing avail. 24 hrs

MANAGEMENT
www.wcnet.org/~Highland
^

highland@wcnel.org

311/316 E. Merry St Apts. 9
payment lease. Fum, A/C.

J

Office 316 E. Merry #3
or coll 353-0375

KURT. PAGE 11

Friends may not be
best roommates
ROOMMATES, FROM PAGE 9

HIGHLAND

ing, paying bills). Here are some
things that I think are important to
know about living off-campus.
Like we need another mother
but R.A's are like the mothers of
college life. As my mother would
say, "you live under my roof, you
live by my rules." Rules suck. Quiet
hours suck. You've never really
experience college until you don't
have anyone telling you what you
can or can not do. It's my room, I

privacy someone else's problems
can and become yours. You're relying on someone else honoring their
obligations (to pay rent, to pay utilities, etc.) and there's always the
potential for disputes, even with a
friend
Some Considerations
lust because someone's been
your best friend since elementary
school doesn't mean he or she will
make a great roommate. Often living together can destroy even a
close friendship.
It's a good idea to know going in
what you want in a roommate andwhat you won't tolerate. Will you
accept a roommate who smokes?
What about one with a live-in
boyfriend or girlfriend? Will you live
with someone of the opposite sex?
What about someone of a different
sexual orientation? What about
cleanliness? Pets? Morning person
vs. night owls?
If you're looking for a room sharing situation (rather than looking
for an apartment with a friend), you
need to start looking as early as
possible. It can sometimes take
longer to find an acceptable rental
share situation than just to find an
apartment

As with any apartment search,
make sure everyone you know
knows that you are looking. You
never know where the perfect lead
will come from and often people
arc your best source. People who
know you well will probably also
recommend things they know
you'll like.
Ask questions. If you're looking
at apartment share situations, you
want to know as much as possible
about the people you'll be living
with? Make a list of questions
ahead of time, and get them
answered.
Answer questions. Be as honest
as possible with potential roommates and put your best foot forward.
Don't expect that your new
roommate will be your new best
friend as well. While the two of you
may indeed become good friends,
it isn't a prerequisite for sharing an
apartment.
Be prepared to compromise.
Sharing an apartment or house
with someone else usually requires
some adjustment. Chances are you
can no longer have your friends
over all night every night, watch
whatever you want on the living
room TV or let the dishes sit for
weeks.
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Off-campus is fun
KURT, FROM PAGE 10

should be able lo have beer, wild
parties "sleepovers," I should be
able to open my windows (you
can't do that in Offenhauer can
you?) and light up a cigarette while
I'm sitting in front of the TV or
while I'm typing a paper. But you
can't do any of that in the dorms.
It's kind of like Melrose Place.
Okay maybe not. We aren't a bunch
of swinging singles with good jobs
that have slept with every neighbor
of the opposite sex (so we just don't
have good jobs). It's fun sitting out
on the porch (or stoop, lawn, stairs,
or whatever you may have at your
place) sipping a beer and chatting
with the neighbors. I've been
blessed with really cool neighbors
who have yet to call the cops on
me.
My closet is bigger than my
dorm room my sophomore year.
My bedroom is about double the
size. My living room triple. You get
the picture. No longer is my coffecmaker and refrigerator in the
same space with my bed and
dresser. Life is good
Grocery shopping is a big in the

BG
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butt but it's better than eating
dorm food. Imagine playing
"Supermarket Sweep" with your
roommates and not buying a single thing with any nutritional
value. Except for paying in cash (or
credit card), there is no downside.
You can actually cook things
beside Ramen Noodles. Watch
your toilet paper supply or you
may be making a late-night trip to
Meijers with dirty underwear. lust
think, you don't have to take a tray
into the kitchen and swipe your
card on the way out, .Okay, so
maybe it isn't gourmet, but it's better than eating at the Mac
Cafeteria. Other bonuses include
being able to have a bar somewhere other than under your bed,
being able to make cookies.
Wide open parking spaces. The
days of parking in that distant land
known as Lot 6 are over when you
move off campus. All good things
come with a price and in this case,
parking in the big mud puddle formerly known as Lot 4 is the conception price. Oh well, you can't win
even/time.
Think about it - decide if it's
right for you.

Think before you move
KIMBERLY
DUPPS
Editor-in-chief
I thought living in an apartment
would be great. I would have my
own space, my own kitchen and
my own bathroom.
So myself, two of my best friends
and another girl moved into a three
bedroom apartment. I had lived
with one of my best friends for a
year and half prior to living in the
apartment together and the other I
had lived with for three months
during the summer. I thought the
year would run smoothly.
Then reality set in.
For one, four girls should never
live together. Everyone seems to be
on PMS at the same time and that
week is eternal helL No one can do
anything without grating on another's last nerve. There is at least one
batch of brownies made each night
causing everyone to gain five
pounds while they are already
bloated.
However, PMS is only one reason
why girls should never live together. It comes down to the basic personality of a female. I am not say-

ing this to be sexist because I am a
girl myself. Girls are mean, spiteful
and, at times, backstabbing. We
talk behind each others' backs and
exclude others.
At one time or another, one of
the roommates is going to get hurt
becuase of the others. Maybe it is
because girls are too sensitive or
maybe it is because girls are too
mean. For example, in my apartment two of us chose to purchase
our groceries individually rather
than as an apartment. The other
two got mad, thinking we were
excluding them. We just wanted to
save money.
Despite what you think it is not
necessarily cheaper to purchase
groceries rather than a meal plan.
You are more likely (especially in
the beginning) to purchase a lot of
things you don't need or are never
going to eat. I have boxes of cereal
that I bought on sale and have
thrown away. I could probably feed
a starving child for a year with the
food that I have bought for my
apartment and have never eaten.
Instead I eat on campus. I go to
Founders during the day while I
am at class and my brother (he's a
freshman) feeds me in the after-

noons. I left the dorms so I would
not have to eat in the dining halls.
When you go to the dining halls
you point to what you want and get
it. I have tried telling my refrigerator many a times what 1 want but it
never seems to come out ready for
me to eat.
In general, living in the dorms is
a lot more convenient. I swear the
mailman brings a new bill everyday
and I have less and less money to
pay for them. With the dorms you
pay the one fee and that's it. You
don't have to think about how your
phone bill is late or the gas bill is
high this month.
All in all it is dependent on each •
individual on how a living situation
will be. 1 am sure I have could have
made things better for my roommates and at times I wish I would
have. However, it is hard when you
can't lock the other three out and
spend some quality time alone If
we could lock the others in a room
one night a week to be alone we
would probably like each other a
lot more.
So, if you are going to live in that
apartment next year just remember
lo grab a lock and ask for grocery
store gift certificates.

Use The BG News Classifieds
for all your needs!

CALL FOR WINTER SPECIALS!

L
Advertise In the BG News Classifieds... Call 372-6977

FEATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
Check out
our Huge Assortment
of Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

• Over 500 units
with super locations!

• Heat included
• New kitchens with brand new
appliances including dishwashers
• Oak cabinets
• New vinyl floors
• New air conditioning
• Laundry facilities in all buildings

• 9&12monthand
summer leases
available

Stop by 319 E. Woosterfora
brochure of complete details and
speak with our friendly staff!

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate
319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

• Ample parking
• Convenient location, easy access
to 1-75, Highway 25 and Route 6
• Guaranteed maintenance
• Serene, park-like setting
• Adjacent to BGSU
300 Napoleon Road in Bowling Green

(419) 352-6335
SAVE TIME: Pre-apply Online
Visit us at villagegreen.com
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MUNG UNIVERSITY
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♦ FREE full size washer and dryer in
every apartment
♦ Private bedrooms with individual leases
♦ 24 hour emergency maintenance
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♦ Brand new apartments
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub
♦ Furnished apartments available
♦ Fitness center with cardiovascular and
free weights

BGSU

Sterling
E University
R'Enclave

♦ State-of-the-Art computer center
♦ Free resident parking
♦ Ail new appliances including microwave

An SUH' Community SUH" it a
trademark of SUH, Int.

